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Quebec back
to school
plan revealed
“Keeping kids away from school is
more harmful than the effects of
Covid-19.” — Arruda
By Joel Ceausu
The Suburban

By Beryl Wajsman, Editor
The Suburban

This past Saturday, thousands of Quebecers marched from Premier Legault’s
Montreal office at McGill College and
Sherbrooke three kilometres to Maison
Radio-Canada in protest against mandatory mask regulations, the stiff fines that
go with them, and the possible passage
of Bill 61 that would give the Legault
administration extraordinary and extrajudicial powers over budgets and taxes
for the length of the pandemic without
sanction from the National Assembly.

The marchers also were protesting any
possible mandatory vaccination impositions.The protest was called a “March for
Individual Rights and Liberties.”
The Suburban was told by police at the
scene that by the time the march had
turned onto Bleury south from Sherbrooke and then east on Réné-Levesque,
the marchers numbered some 10,000.
The protest was organized by the Foundation for Individual Rights and Liberties
headed by Stéphane Blais. Though there
were no formal speeches, Blais and other
organizers made it clear they were not
against people wearing masks, but they

felt this should be an individual decision
and not a government-imposed one coerced with “unconscionable” fines of up
to $6,000.
Blais also told The Suburban that no
government should have the power that
Bill 61 would afford the Legault government. He made reference to the fact that
Prime Minister Trudeau tried a similar
action several months ago but relented
after Parliamentary protests from opposition parties. As for the rumours that

Quebec Education Minister JeanFrançois Roberge confirmed Monday
that students in grades 5 and up must
wear face coverings in common areas,
hallways, buses, entries and other school
locations, but in class they may remove
them.
That was one of the adjustments to the
government’s return to school plan released in June.
Roberge offered clarity on masks and
the sub-grouping, or bubble, concept,
which would keep students in small cohorts within classes. “The efficacy of

See MARCH, page A22

See SCHOOL, page A22

Enjoy your retirement
at Les Résidences Soleil

Discover Les Résidences Soleil Manoir Dollard-des-Ormeaux
Price list*

Dollard-des-Ormeaux

11/2
1/2

2

1/2

3

1/2

4

starting at

1 388$
3 meals
starting at

1 702$
3 meals

starting at

1 682$
No meals
starting at

1 989$
No meals

70 years

Activities for all !

 Access

to meals prepared on site
by our chefs
 24/7 security + receptionist
 Healthcare staﬀ 24/7
 Biweekly housekeeping
 Weekly linen services
 Basic cable
 Electricity, heating and hot water
 Private balcony
 Full, private bathroom
 Basic furnishings on demand
 All activities, amenities, much more!

 Indoor

swimming pool, spa, sauna
 Library, Internet lounge
 Bingo, cards, puzzles, oko
 Exercises, aquaﬁtness, gardening
 Social dancing, piano, choir, Masses
 Billiards, pétanque, sand bag,
shuﬄeboard
 Arts and crafts, knitting, painting room
 Daily organized activities
 Minibus outings and much more!

Are you 70 or older?

Are you between 65 and 69 years old?

You can aﬀord it!
Our accommodations counsellors will help you ﬁle
your government ﬁnancial assistance applications,
free of charge, to make sure you receive all the
beneﬁts you are entitled to, including the tax credit
for home-support services.

You can aﬀord it too!
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Groupe Savoie,
the Savoie Family generously oﬀers you the equivalent
of the current tax credit for home-support services to
give you the opportunity to live the retirement of your
dreams at Les Résidences Soleil.
Contact our counsellors for more information.

65-69 years

(This promotion is subject to change without notice.)

Our accommodations counsellors are here to welcome you from Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Les Résidences Soleil Manoir Dollard-des-Ormeaux

CO

53, rue Hasting, Dollard-des-Ormeaux
MMITME

NT
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(*) Prices starting at, subject to availability, with maximal tax credit for
home-support services for residents aged 70 and up. 08/2020.

Included in all rents

SAFE
VISITS

1 800 363-0663

info@residencessoleil.ca  www.residencessoleil.ca
Boucherville  Brossard  Sherbrooke  St-Laurent  du Musée (Sherbrooke)  Laval  Sorel  Mont St-Hilaire  Granby  Sainte-Julie
Dollard-des-Ormeaux  St-Léonard  Pointe-aux-Trembles  Plaza (Montréal)
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Petition against Bill 61
Legault’s new spending powers
By Joel Ceausu
The Suburban

Independent Chomedey MNA Guy Ouellette is tabling a petition next month on behalf of Elizabeth Dufresne-Gagnon. The petition expresses opposition to
the sweeping powers of the government’s proposed Bill
61 which would speed up approval of projects and give
the government more leeway in reviving the economy
in the wake of the pandemic shutdown. Dufresne-Gagnon said that “You can’t revive an economy by setting
up a dictatorship for an indefinite period of time and
procuring yourself additional judicial immunity.”
“Regardless of who is in government, Quebecers
can’t grant Mr. Legault or any other such power, without time constraint,” said Dufresne-Gagnon. “It is also
undemocratic to want to pass a law that would allow
the government to change any law.” The assembly
blocked passage of the bill in June, but the Legault
government, intent on boosting the economy at a rapid pace, iterated that his government would pursue its

adoption again.
The petition’s language says that “the indefinite extension of the state of health emergency would give the
Quebec government exceptional power without the
need for accountability and would continue to create
inequities” and that it would encourage corruption.
Chomedey MNA since 2007, Ouellette has sat as an
independent since fall 2018, when he was thrown out
of the Liberal caucus — shortly after his fifth election victory — over allegations (never proven) that
he leaked information to the CAQ government about
Liberal party appointments. Ouellette said Legault’s intent on reviving the law means “it is necessary to revive
citizen mobilization against Bill 61. With this petition,
we wish to send a clear message to the government regarding the opposition of citizens to bill 61.”
The petition has 30,924 signatures as of press time
and can be found (in French only) on the national
assembly website at https://www.assnat.qc.ca/fr/exprimez-votre-opinion/petition/Petition-8457/index.html
n

Legislation killing school boards
stayed for now
By Joel Ceausu
The Suburban

A Quebec Superior Court judge has granted a stay
in the application of Bill 40 to English language school
boards. The English boards sought the injunction to
stop the electoral process in light of their legal challenge
of the constitutionality of Bill 40, which replaces school
boards and their current elected and appointed commissioners, with school service centres and elected parent
and community representatives, with a decision on that
expected in the coming days.
Judge Sylvain Lussier agreed. While the government
has suggested it may appeal the ruling the judgement
comes as blow to the process of educational reform, with
Roberge announcing just last Friday that the suspension
of the new electoral process due to the pandemic was
lifted.
The anglophone boards were to begin the electoral

Bistro Loge 95 announces temporary closure due to government regulations

As Montreal businesses struggle to re-open, a
new challenge arises forcing owners to impose
mask-wearing in their establishments, facing substantial fines if customers refuse to cooperate.
“We did not sign up to become police officers.”
Bistro Loge 95 owner, Marie Perle Lalonde told The
Suburban. “Unfortunately, we made the decision to
close until this blows over.”

LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE
18 months - 3 year olds only
First come, ﬁrst served

835

$

“This is an impossible responsibility.” Co-owner
Sonya Blackburn said to The Suburban. “First we
were forced to close, then forced to operate at 50%
capacity, and now this.”
The pair expressed their concerns for public
health, however as business owners and operators,
their livelihood is at stake. “We never know from one
day to the next what new government measures will

PER DAY
Email us at:
garderielelapinbleu@outlook.com

CONTENT SALE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15
FINE BONE CHINA, STERLING SILVERWARES,
FURNITURE, CLOTHING, ARTWORK,
AND MUCH MORE!

1677 ALEXIS NIHON, 9AM
PLEASE BRING AND WEAR A MASK;
ACCESS WILL BE LIMITED.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
www.sellmystuffcanada.com

See BISTRO, page A25

Résidence Des Sources
4200, des Sources Blvd.
Dollard-des-Ormeaux

514-683-2323

514-838-0676
RésidenceRosalie-Cadron
12260, Laurentian Blvd.
Montréal

514-956-7422

1-bedroom unit starting at $1,063*

1-bedroom-unit starting at $983*

residencesenharmonie.qc.ca/en/visits

*permonth,aftertaxcredit.Pricesinclude
1meal/dayandmostservices
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SUBSIDIZED DAYCARE CENTRE
IN DDO

process next month, hold their votes on November 1,
with the new boards of directors taking their positions
on November 5. The ministry said it will work closely
with Élections Québec to ensure that all steps of the
electoral process are in keeping with Santé publique
guidelines in a safe process for all involved.
The government has suggested it may appeal the decision, Roberge only saying that he would consult government lawyers.
The ruling came as Roberge was meeting with Directors-general, parents and teachers preparing for a press
conference announcing the details of the government’s
back-to-school plan.
In other education news, the EMSB, which is under
trusteeship, announced the resignation of its director-general Ann-Marie Matheson. Replacing Matheson
as interim DG ill be Assistant DG Evelyne Alfonsi, until
an outside recruitment agency can identify candidates.
n

‘We did not sign up to be police officers!’
By Chelsey St-Pierre

Garderie
Le Lapin Bleu
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The Governor-General gets some “Mad Science” as
Shlien brothers continue to thrive
Mike Cohen
I have known Mad Science founders
Ron and Ariel Shlien for many years.
They established the company in 1985.
At the young age of 12, Ariel used $300
he had saved from working a paper route

to purchase a helium-neon laser. Soon
thereafter, the brothers turned their
hobby of conducting spectacular science
experiments for neighbourhood children
into a thriving business. In 1995, Mad
Science began franchising with offices in
Toronto and Miami. By 2000 they had 86
locations around the world. Today, they
stand as the world’s leader in science education for children with over 150 fran-

MAD SCIENCE PHOTO

YOUR HEALTH IS IMPORTANT TO US
Have you received services from one
of the following health centres?
Catherine Booth Hospital,
Richardson Hospital, CLSC René Cassin,
CLSC Benny Farm, Henri Bradet,
St. Andrew, Father Dowd, or
St. Margaret Residence

Ron and Ariel Shlien

chise locations in more than 20 countries. In July the brothers were among
the recipients of the Meritorious Service
Medal, presented by Governor General
Julie Payette. “I feel lucky to be able to
get up every morning doing something

The CAVENDISH USERS’ COMMITTEE
of CIUSSS West-Central Montreal
is here to help. We can:
› Inform you of your rights and protect your
interests.
› Foster improvement of the health and social
services.
› Assist you in filing a complaint.

Pointe-Claire Cultural Centre, Stewart Hall
176, ch. du Bord-du-Lac - Lakeshore Rd.

August 16 to September 27

CALL
TODAY
514.484.7878
#61728
uccavendish@gmail.com
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ALL CALLS ARE
CONFIDENTIAL

CONTEMPORARY NATIVE
ART BIENNIAL (BACA)
Kahwatsiretátie:
Teionkwariwaienna Tekariwaiennawahkòntie
HONOURING KINSHIP
Curators:
David Garneau (Métis)
assisted by rudi aker (Wolastoqiyik)
and Faye Mullen (Anishinaabe)
Artists:
Warren Cariou - Kay Mayer - Dylan Miner
Margaret Orr - Máret Ánne Sara
Rainer Wittenborn - Claus Biegert

I love and know that it is inspiring millions of children around the world to
realize that science is extraordinary and
worth exploring,” says Ariel.
TORCHIA HITS 20: Jean-Claude Torchia and I met when we were teenagers,
each learning the business from our
dads. Armand Torchia was a prominent
communications professional; my late
dad Larry was a sports writer. In July,
Jean-Claude and his siblings Michele
and Daniel celebrated the 20th anniversary of Torchia Communications. “What
a journey it’s been,” said Jean-Claude, a
proud resident of Dollard des Ormeaux.
Over the past two decades Torchia has
worked with a roster of more than 3,000
companies spanning virtually every industry, on campaigns that have extended
past national boundaries, from Beijing
to Reykjavík, Buenos Aires to Hope, B.C.
Today, the firm which is owned and managed by the trio, also runs a successful,
premium translation division, Centrik
Translations.
COVID FRIENDLY: Zensamedia, which
offers casting and media consultation

Free Admission
INFO: 514 630-1254
www.pointe-claire.ca

CELEBRATE SUMMER NIGHTS!
• DINNER
• HAPPY HOUR
• BAR MENU
• TAKEOUT

restaurant & bar

the hotspot

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
$1 Oysters.

WE TAKE YOUR SAFETY TO HEART - WE ARE RESPECTING ALL SAFETY PROTOCOLS AS WELL AS 2 METER DISTANCING

See COHEN, page A13

DINING ROOM

OPEN!
Join us
Monday to Saturday
4-10 PM

Takeout
available
or enjoy our
enlarged
beautiful
terrasse!

DECARIE LOCATION: 5475 Des Jockeys, 514.316.5152 • Laval: 3035 Blvd Le Carrefour, 450.781.8851 • www.table51.com
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2020 CR-V
Lease
starting at

Up to 36 months

On lease or Financing
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.99%
*
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*
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$

On Lease or Financing

Up to 48 months

1,000
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IN HONDA BONUS**
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2020 HR-V

0

.99%
*

1

‡

514 453-8416
40, BOUL. DON-QUICHOTTE, L’ÎLE-PERROT HONDAILEPERROT.COM

MEMBERS OF

A PASSION FOR CARS FOR 50 YEARS!

*Leasing rate at 0.99% up to 48/36/36 months applicable on the new 2020 Civic sedan or coup (except for the 2020 Civic SI sedan/the new 2020 HR-V selected models (Sport and Touring models only). **Offered to retail customers eligible for a lease or purchase on selected new 2020 Civic sedan (except the
new 2020 Civic SI sedan/the new 2020 CR-V Touring). All details at dealership. Upon approved credit by Honda Finance Services (HFS). Certain conditions apply. Offers are in place for a limited time and can be changed or cancelled at anytime without notice. Offers available on new cars only. Dealers may have
to order or exchange a vehicle. Until depletion of stock. Photo’s for illustration purposes only. Up to the delivery of your vehicle, we will reimburse your transaction if you are not entirely satisﬁed. Offers apply to new vehicles only and only to Quebec residents and participating Quebec Honda Dealers. See Honda Ile
Perrot for more details. Offers end on August 31, 2020 and may be changed or modiﬁed at anytime.
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Sport or Touring models
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St. Laurent pays tribute to Lebanese
community following Beirut tragedy
By Joel Goldenberg
The Suburban

BOROUGH OF ST. LAURENT PHOTO

St. Laurent council paid tribute
last week to the Lebanese community following the massive
Aug. 4 explosion in Beirut’s port
that killed at least 157 as of last
Thursday, wounded thousands
and left hundreds of thousands
homeless.
The borough lowered its flags
to half-mast as a gesture of soli-

St. Laurent’s flags at half-mast last week.

darity.
“The members of St. Laurent’s
council join me in expressing
our condolences to the Lebanese
people and, in particular, to the
people of Beirut, after the terrible
explosions,” Mayor Alan DeSousa stated. “At this time, all our
thoughts are with the Lebanese
people and the Lebanese community in Quebec in their suffering.
We have a special thought for the
families of the victims and their

Motion to honour longtime civil rights
activist Dan Philip tabled
By Joel Goldenberg
Snwodon councillor Marvin
Rotrand has tabled a motion for
the Aug. 24 Montreal council
meeting “asking that Montreal recognize the contributions
that Dan Philip has made to civil rights and racial equality in
Quebec during his more than 40
years as President of the Black
Coalition of Quebec.”
“Under Dan’s leadership, the
Black Coalition helped changed
the face of this province,” Rotrand wrote in a message to constituents. “But as he said shortly
before retiring, so much more
needs to be done to root out systemic racism and confront racial
profiling.”
Rotrand also referred to Philip
as “Quebec’s own John Lewis,”
referring to the U.S. civil rights

JOEL GOLDENBERG PHOTO

The Suburban
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loved ones.Today, we all have a little bit of Lebanon in our hearts.”
The borough statement points
out that the explosions bring back
“memories of the years of armed
conflict in Lebanon” and that the
Lebanese community in St. Laurent is “in a state of shock.”
Councillor Aref Salem, who
is of Lebanese origin, stated on
Twitter: “My thoughts and prayers
are with all those affected. We are
all Lebanese today.” n

From left, Snowdon councillor Marvin Rotrand, Dan Philip of the Black
Coalition of Quebec and CRARR advisor Alain Babineau at a press conference last year calling for a halt of
random police checks by police.

icon and politician who recently
passed away.
The organization’s new president is lawyer Max Stanley Bazin.
“Few organizations in Quebec
have had as major an impact on
the struggle for civil rights and

racial equality in the province
than has the Black Coalition of
Quebec, whose public face over
the past 40 years has been its
President Dan Philip,” Rotrand
stated.
The councillor added that Quebec is “a far better place due to
Dan’s tireless work” and that under his leadership, “the Black Coalition of Quebec has established
a solid reputation as one of our
province’s principal organizations in the struggle to identify
and fight injustice and discrimination.
“Dan Philip has been a giant
in the fight for civil rights and
racial equality in Quebec. Dan
has never hesitated to stand up
to bullying and intimidation. Despite odds that may have daunted
See PHILIP, page A8

Ford Lincoln Gabriel
514 487-7777
fordgabriel.com
7100 St-Jacques Ouest
Montreal, QC H4B1V2
*Conditions apply. Visit Ford Gabriel for more information.
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Vehicle(s) may be shown with optional equipment. Dealer may sell or lease for less. Limited time offers. Offers only valid at participating dealers. Retail offers may be cancelled or changed at any time without notice. See your Ford Dealer for complete details or call the Ford Customer Relationship
Centre at 1-800-565-3673. For factory orders, a customer may either take advantage of eligible raincheckable Ford retail customer promotional incentives/offers available at the time of vehicle factory order or time of vehicle delivery, but not both or combinations thereof. Retail offers not
combinable with any CPA/GPC or Daily Rental incentives, the Commercial Upﬁt Program or the Commercial Fleet Incentive Program (CFIP).
*Ford Employee Pricing (“Employee Pricing”) is available from August 1, 2020 to September 30, 2020 (the “Program Period”), on the purchase or lease of most new 2020 Ford vehicles (excluding chassis cab, stripped chassis, and cutaway body models, F-150 Raptor, F-650/F-750, Shelby®
GT350/GT350R Mustang, GT500 Mustang, Ford GT, and BULLITT), and 2021 F-150s (excluding SuperCab & SuperCrew XL with diesel engine and F-150 Raptor). 2019 model year vehicles may be eligible for the program – see dealers for details. Employee Pricing refers to A-Plan pricing ordinarily
available to Ford of Canada employees (excluding any Unifor-/CAW-negotiated programs). The new vehicle must be delivered or factory-ordered during the Program Period from your participating Ford Dealer. Employee Pricing is not combinable with CPA, GPC, CFIP, Daily Rental Allowance and
A/X/Z/D/F-Plan programs.
^Until September 30, 2020, receive $16,047 in Total Ford Employee Price adjustments with the purchase or lease of a new 2020 F-150 Limited 4x4 SuperCrew Cab Styleside 5.5’ box 145” WB 900A with Spray-in bedliner, Rear wheel well liners, Tray-style ﬂoor liners, Box access side steps, Skid
plates, and Star White paint. Total Ford Employee Price adjustments are a combination of Employee Price adjustment $11,047 and delivery allowance of $5,000. Employee Price adjustments are not combinable with CPA, GPC, CFIP, Daily Rental Allowance and A/X/Z/D/F-Plan programs. Delivery
allowances are not combinable with any ﬂeet consumer incentives.
©2020 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.
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Mental health survey on effects of Covid
The Suburban

A group of Quebec researchers is looking for participants 18 years of age and
older currently living in Quebec for a
project on the positive mental health
(well-being) of the population during
COVID-19.
The study’s goals are to understand the
present situation regarding the positive
mental health of the Quebec adult population during the current pandemic and
to develop strategies to improve populational mental health.
Researchers from Université de Québec a Trois-Rivières, Université de Mon-

tréal and the Timiskaming First Nation
will look at responses drawn from the
completion of forms available online until August 31.
Mental health is a positive concept,
defined by the Public Health Agency of
Canada as “the capacity of each and all
of us to feel, think, and act in ways that
enhance our ability to enjoy life and deal
with the challenges we face. It is a positive sense of emotional and spiritual
well-being that respects the importance
of culture, equity, social justice, interactions and personal dignity.”
Participation consists of completing an
on-line questionnaire on several factors
that may have an impact on your well-be-

ing during the pandemic, and your current level of positive mental health, and
should take a maximum of 20 minutes.
The data collected are completely confidential and can in no way lead to identification, and confidentiality will be ensured by a digital code. Those who have
completed the questionnaire in full will
have the opportunity to participate in a
random draw to win an amount of $100
made for every 100 participants. Winners
will be notified by email.
To participate or for more information
visit: ww.uqtr.ca/positivementalhealthCOVID19 n

PHILIP
Cont’d from page A6

Professional Nail Care
WALK-INS WELCOME
QUEEN MARY HOURS:
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY 10-7
THURSDAY-FRIDAY 10-8
SAT 10-7 • SUNDAY 10-6

NOW OPEN!

All nail technicians will be wearing
faceshields. We ask that all our valued
clients wear a mask for their appointment.
We look forward to seeing you!
CÔTE ST LUC HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY 10-7
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY 10-8 • SUNDAY 10-6

5454 Westminster Av., Côte St Luc

5342 Queen Mary Road, Montreal

Tel.: (514) 750-5189

Tel.: (514) 484-2828

others and with few resources in terms of
money and staff, the Black Coalition engaged in and won many important struggles. Dan Philip is universally respected
for honesty and courage. While he has
never been elected to public office, I see
him as our own John Lewis: a champion
for equality and harmonious racial relations.”
Rotrand pointed out that he himself
acted as “the voice for the Coalition in its
efforts to promote the concept, as recommended by UNESCO, that every Aug. 23
be commemorated as the International
Day to Recognize the Transatlantic Slave
Trade and its Abolition.

PHOTO DANIEL RECHE

By Joel Ceausu

“Together [we] were able to convince
Montreal City Council to adopt a motion to that effect and for the past decade
there has been a solemn event to mark
the occasion each August at City Hall.”
Rotrand said he and Philip also collaborated on the issues of police brutality
and systemic racism.
“Dan has never shied away from calling out police misconduct. His support
allowed my efforts to control the use of
weapons such as tasers to become possible. He was among the first in Quebec to
support the effort to halt discriminatory
police street checks which target visible
minorities and indigenous persons. Our
joint press conference last year made national news.” n

Covid-19 Has Been Difficult

MADA CAN HELP
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MADA’s
Chez Makolet
provides food and household
essentials free-of-charge

We Are All a Caring Family

Call 514.342.4969 or visit
www.madacenter.com

Wearing a mask is
now mandatory
in enclosed or partially
enclosed public spaces
and on public transit
such as:
supermarkets,
shopping centres,
stores,
movie theatres,
restaurants,
bars,

buses,
the metro,
trains,
ferries,
taxis,
and carpools.

Québec.ca/mask
1 877 644-4545
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Let’s continue to
protect ourselves properly.
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Pointe Claire council goes Montreal man launches defamation lawsuit
public for August meeting against an “anonymous” #METOO accuser
By Suburban Staff
The upcoming Pointe
Claire council meeting
being held on Tuesday, August 18 will be open to the
public once again.
Through a recent press
release, the city noted
that “this resumption of
public council meetings
is part of the City’s plan to
gradually relaunch activities, which began on June
1 with the reopening of
the City Hall multiservice
counter. Council meetings
have been held virtually
since April due to the confinement imposed by the
Québec government in response to COVID-19.”
“It’s important to recognize the exemplary conduct of citizens in complying with public health
instructions and measures to limit the spread
of COVID-19,” said Mayor
John Belvedere.
The city will adhere to
public safety guidelines
such as “wearing a mask

or face covering and practising physical distancing,
as well as restrictions on
the room’s maximum capacity.”
For the foreseeable future, the current amount
of residents allowed to
take part in the public
meeting will be eleven.
“We are doing this to
protect ourselves and others. The new rules will restore face-to-face citizen
participation, while limiting the spread of the illness,” said the mayor.
Council room doors will
open at 6:30 p.m. with the
meeting taking place a
half hour later. Attendees
will be seated on a first
come first serve concept.
Residents who still want
to take part online can
submit questions through
a form on the city’s website and meetings can still
be viewed via : https://
www.pointe-claire.ca/en/
council-meetings/. n

By Chelsey St-Pierre
The Suburban

A Montreal family man who was
publicly accused of sexual harassment by an “anonymous” poster
on a social media outlet launched
a lawsuit for defamation against
the woman he believes to be the
author behind the post.
Over the past three months, a
massive wave of anonymous accusations of sexual assault in Quebec has emerged on social media
outlets. The sub-outlets (pages)
created by administrators to give
a voice to victims of sexual crimes
has given life to an avalanche of
anonymous accusations targeting — but not limited to — politicians, famous Canadian musicians, restaurant owners, lawyers
and teachers.
It is suspected that many of the
accusations, due to the new anonymous component, is a tool being
used by business and workplace
competitors to “move around the
chess pieces”.
In Quebec, public accusations
need to be justified by a public
interest. Anonymous accusations,
especially those proven to be

false, where the accused suffers
irreparable damage opens up the
accuser to important legal repercussions.
The man and the woman involved in this case will remain
anonymous for the purpose of
concealing their identity due to
the nature of this report.
During the 2017 “#MeToo”
wave, one of the man’s colleagues
received an e-mail from the woman who alleged that an inappropriate relationship had occurred between her and the man presently
accused online. The woman also
stated in that same e-mail that
the relationship was consensual
and that her reason for reporting
it, was because it had occurred in
the workplace environment.
The accusation made online, re-

sembles the description
of the relationship that
the man had at work
with his colleague,
with the exception of
the (new) claim that it
was sexual harassment
on his part rather than
a consensual relationship between two willing adults.
The sub-outlet page used to
post the accusations is associated
with rapists, pedophiles and sexual delinquents and has over 4000
“followers” exposing the man to
countless angry viewers.
The irreparable prejudice that
the man faces as a result of the
post led him to request an immediate removal of the post in order
to protect his fundamental rights.
The page administrators, once
identified, will be added to the list
of accused persons for defamation.
The man may be entitled to a
claim for compensation from all
of the said post participants in
light of the damage caused to him
by the defamatory social media
post. n

S & S Conversions Inc.

Becomes Repeat President’s
Award Recipient
Pictured left to right - Justin Keppy, President of Carrier Residential, Carrier Corporation, Louis Philippe Blouin, Eastern Region GM, CE Canada, Joshua Saks, CEO & President,
S & S Conversions Inc., Mike Gonsalves, President, CE Canada, Anthony Lancione, Marketing Manager, CE Canada and Casey Yates, Director of Sales, Carrier Corporation.
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MONTREAL, QC, August 10, 2020 — In recognition of its commitment
to quality, leadership and excellence in the heating, ventilating and
air-conditioning (HVAC) industry, S & S Conversions Inc. received the
2020 President’s Award from Carrier at a March 6 ceremony in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
The President’s Award is given to Carrier Factory Authorized Dealers who
are committed to and consistently demonstrate technical expertise and
service excellence to deliver an outstanding customer experience.
Two-time President’s Award winner, Josh Saks and his S & S Conversions team have achieved this elite
North American distinction by consistently delivering on a simple strategy of premiere quality products
+ industry leading technical expertise + superior focus on exceptional customer care = a superior
customer experience.
The President’s Award is designed to encourage Carrier’s dealers to take a fresh perspective on their
business and to reward dealers who have excelled in customer satisfaction. Recipients serve as role
models, share best practices and offer peer mentoring to help cultivate excellence across the Carrier
dealer group.
To learn more about S & S Conversions Inc., it’s home comfort products and services or wide array
of financing options, call 514.337.7210 or visit ssconversions.ca

PROVIDING THE BEST CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE AND PEACE OF MIND.
SERVING GREATER MONTREAL & LAVAL HOME OWNERS SINCE 1978
346 ISABEY. ST-LAURENT. QC H4T 1W1 | Phone: 438-700-1405 | ssconversions.ca

“Once was not enough for Josh and the
S & S Conversions team as 2020 saw
them recognized with the prestigious
President’s Award for the second
consecutive year for their commitment
to and delivery of technical and service
excellence. Josh and the S &S Conversions
team understand that building customers
for life is not a transactional activity,
but an organizational commitment to
exceeding customer expectations at every
interaction.” shared Michael Gonsalves,
President of Carrier Enterprise Canada.
- Michael Gonsalves, President
of Carrier Enterprise Canada.
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By Ross Conroy
The Suburban

What has been a long
time in the making is going to take place, much
to the relief of the city of
Dorval.
The MTQ recently approved the reconstruction
of the overpass above 55th
Avenue, starting on August 10th and should take
until spring 2022 to complete.
After completion, “55th
Avenue will once again offer one lane per direction
under Highway 520,” noted the MTQ press release.
“The work will be executed in two main phases.

The reconstruction of the
service roads’ overpasses
in both directions will first
be undertaken. Then, reconstruction work of the
Highway’s overpass will be
carried out.”
The MTQ has noted that
in order to complete the
work, a decent portion of
5th Avenue will be closed
to the public, between
54th avenue and Calais.
“Partial or complete closure of Highway 520 or
its service roads may also
take place. Traffic disruptions will be communicated as soon as they are
known. Detours will be
indicated by temporary

street signs.”
There will be a link for
drivers “in order to connect Chartier Avenue to
northbound 55th Avenue”, a free shuttle service will operate 24 hours
a day, seven days a week
to “allow pedestrians and
cyclists to cross the Highway. It is mandatory that
they use this service. It is
strictly prohibited to circulate on a highway, as
this action is extremely
dangerous.”
To learn further about
this planned project or
other MTQ projects, go
online at Quebec511.info.
n

AJOI teams with YMCA for
some outdoor summer fun
By Suburban Staff
Members of AJOI (Action Jeunesse Ouest de
L’Ile) has partnered with
the YMCA to offer some
fun outdoor activities
done within the parameters of physical distancing
and safety guidelines for
COVID 19.
Towards the end of July,
animators from AJOI and
YMCA, as well as the Montreal Bubble Ball team
hosted some games and

are planning to take the
show on the road.
“Are you tired of spending your day in front of the
TV? Do you want to enjoy
the last moments of summer? The West Island park
animators have a variety
of activities to keep you
entertained this summer!”
Said AJOI Executive Director Tania Charron.
Until September 19th,
eager participants who
want to play a little Bubble

Ball can register, and kids
under 18 need a consent
form from their folks, and
can register online via @
actionjeunesseoi on Instagram.
Masks, water bottles and
hand sanitizer will be provided.
To find out more about
the activities and AJOI’s
mandate
of
helping
youth in need, log onto
www.ajoi.info. n

COURTESY OF MTQ

Dorval overpass reconstruction
to take till 2022 to complete

WHEN IT’S TIME TO
BUY, SELL OR RENT...
CALL ME!
BOCA RATON, FL
EXPERIENCE, COMMITMENT, ENTHUSIASM,
HARD WORK, INTEGRITY = RESULTS$$$
It’s critical to select the right Real Estate Professional
to help you Buy or Sell in today’s changing market.
As a Century Village Specialist, I am
familiar with condo selling in the
community and can offer great tips.
Want to know what your condo is
worth in today’s real estate market?

Call me for a no-obligation
consultation to learn your
home’s top market value.
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REALTOR®
561.703.3112
Shabot35@gmail.com

Bonavista Towers – 4650 Bonavista
LUXURY LOFT APTS—9 ft ceiling
1, 2, and 3 bedroom renovated
900 sf to 1800 sf starting from $1,399
Rent includes all stainless appliances,
heat, hot water and a storage locker

Immediate Occupancy. Parking Available
Dog Friendly Building • Equipped Workout Room

www.bonavistatowers.com
– Brokers Protected –

Call for a visit 514 383 4977

1012 Ainslie A $185,900.00
Luxury, First Floor, walk to the house
of worship.
2009 Wolverton A $1150.00
annual furnished rental, walk to the house of
worship.
1030 Wolverton B $99,900.00
totally renovated, the first floor,
walk to the house of worship.
82 Preston B $120,000.00
totally renovated in modern contemporary
style, walk to the house of worship.
2071 Cornwall D $79,900.00
investors dream, with a tenant in place.
216 Fanshaw F $74,500.00
updated first floor, stall shower, lake view.
64 Dorset B $54,900.00
cozy & charming, lake view condo.
2029 Lincoln B $109,900.00 2/2 Lake
view.
365 Mansfield I $89,900.00
Private penthouse corner, stall
shower.
3077 Wolverton D $2400.00
seasonal rental, walk to the
house of worship.
85 Brighton C $2200.00
seasonal rental, walk to the
house of worship.
160 Dorset D $1800.00
eseasonal rental, cozy condo,
lake view.
18 Mansfield A $2800.00
seasonal rental, simply gorgeous.
25 Mansfield A $1375.00
upupupdated annual furnished
rental.
1011 Exeter A $1200.00
unfurnished, first floor, stall
shower anual rental.
16 Mansfield A annual rental
$1125.00
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SHARON BOTKO

Boca Raton, FL
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By Joel Goldenberg
The Suburban

A large mixed residential condo rental
268-unit project called Les Jardins Westminster is being planned for the corner of
Mackle and Westminster in Côte St. Luc
on the site of the Jack Vincelli nursery.
Area residents were made aware of the
project via a letter from the developers
in early July, and a nearly 16-minute
video presentation is available at lesjardinswestminster.com, which says the development is a “revitalization project in
your neighbourhood.”
“We are serious real estate developers
who strive to develop quality buildings
with a long-term vision,” promoter Michael Dadoun, a partner at Trantor-Realty, says in the video. He added that the

project would also act as a noise barrier
from the nearby CP railyards.
The project sparked an extensive debate on the CSL Ideas Facebook page,
with 222 responses as of this past Thursday.
Resident Moti Yunger first brought
up the matter, opining that the project
“seems to be way out of proportion for
this quiet residential area.
“It seems like the city has not questioned the residents of the area of this
large project,” the resident wrote. “Maybe
we should be asking why?”
Numerous residents also expressed
their opinions, positive and negative, the
latter regarding such issues as traffic and
parking, and the former in terms of attracting young families.
The city responded.

LESJARDINSWESTMINSTER.COM

Proposed CSL development sparks debate

The proposed development at Mackle and
Westminster in CSL.

“The first step in any development is
for the developer to speak directly to residents in the area to present the draft plan
and get feedback,” the CSL response says.
“Typically, a developer will take the feedback into account and update their proposal. When the city is satisfied that the
suggestions were addressed, the official
city process would begin and that would
involve feedback to the city. We are not at
that stage yet.”
Councillor Mitch Kujavsky, who represents District 5, provided further detail.
“This is a development in the very initial stages and following the first version
of it, I encouraged the developer to reach
out to the local residents themselves to

get feedback. To be clear, there are many
steps to go before anything is built and
I fully understand that this is a fundamental change to a purely residential
neighbourhood that contains primarily
two-storey single family homes.”
Kujavsky added that “following the
analysis of residents’ feedback, the zoning amendment request made by the developer will be preceded by a public consultation and my constituents will most
certainly have a say on whether or not
the zoning change is approved.
“This could take the form of a referendum, although that step is not an ideal
scenario and with proper lines of communication should not be necessary.
This outreach by the developer is a first
in CSL and all resident feedback, both
positive and negative, will be shared by
all parties involved in the decision-making process.”
Kujavsky also announced that he will
be holding a virtual town meeting “in the
coming weeks to gather more feedback
from my constituents on this proposed
development as well as to provide a District 5 update that will include the latest
information on Kirwan Park.” n

Hampstead blood drive Aug. 25,
by appointment only this year
By Joel Goldenberg
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The Suburban

Hampstead’s 14th annual blood drive
will be taking place 1:30 to 8:30 p.m. Aug.
25 at the Adessky Community Centre in
Hampstead Park, but this year it will be by
appointment only because of the COVID-19
pandemic, Councillor Michael Goldwax announced.
“This is something that has been very
near and dear to my heart for the past 14
years with the town and the past 24 years
with my son,” the councillor told the Aug.
3 council meeting. “I ask everyone to
please call 1-800-343-7264, option 3, or if
you go onto the Héma-Québec website, you
can send an e-mail at igive@hema-quebec.
qc.ca. Please come out, give blood and save
a life, like I did for my son 24 years ago.”
Goldwax has explained his inspiration for
launching the blood drive, which is chaired
by his son Brandon. He pointed out that in
1996, “Brandon was born very premature
at 25 weeks and required multiple blood
transfusions. However, at the time, there
was a Hepatitis C tainted blood scare.

“Since Brandon was unable to fight off
infections in his state, I was adamant that
he receive only my blood,” the councillor
has explained. “Blood donations, which are
referred to as ‘autologous,’ already existed
if we wanted to prepare blood prior to one’s
own surgeries, but giving blood to another
person directly was not permitted in Quebec at the time.”
Despite this, “I worked tirelessly with
Red Cross to allow for direct donations to
be legalized in Quebec, so that I could ensure my son’s survival. Several hours after
his birth and during the first few weeks of
his life, I was put on a high-iron regimen
so that I would be able to give blood every
few days.”
Goldwax has detailed that he brought
the idea of a Hampstead blood drive to Héma-Québec “so that we, as a community,
can help save lives. “Every pint makes a difference and could help save up to four lives
while rejuvenating the blood in your body.
If you can save four lives while doing something that will be beneficial to your body...
would you?” n
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Can you help
Macdonald High School?
School would like to right cruel act of vandalism
By Kevin Woodhouse
The Suburban

“What kind of a person do you have to
be to steal and destroy high school students’ projects?” asked Paola Hawa.
The mayor of Sainte Anne-de-Bellevue was reacting to a recent post on social media from the Macdonald High
Mini Farm noting that all of its carefully
grown garlic bulbs had been stolen from
the garden beds outside of the school.
The mini farm has been part of a Work
Oriented Training Pathway project for
the last several years where students
learned to grow, cultivate and sell the
garlic bulbs.
As published on social media, the mini
farm project “ involved coming up with a
name, a logo, the building of garden boxes, planting garlic, the building of a winter fence, harvesting the garlic scapes,
and harvesting of the garlic. Post-production involved making garlic scape
butter, pesto and the sale of garlic.”
More than 100 bulbs were brazenly

COHEN
Cont’d from page A4

services, has coordinated an interesting video project, featuring a variety of
personalities sharing their stories about
staying safe during the pandemic. I was
among the latest to share my thoughts
along with the likes of actor Stephane
Rousseau, former CTV Montreal anchor
Tarah Schwartz, former Beaconsfield
Mayor Bob Benedetti, comedian Angelo
Tsarouchas, actress Claudia Ferri, CJAD’s
Dan Laxer, Paul Zakaib (aka Tasso Patsikakis) and more. Go to YouTube and
type in the search engine “Zensa Media’s
covid video project (We’re With You)
with well known media professionals and
artists,” to find it.
Director/Producer/Casting
Director
Seema Arora and her partner Alexandra Enviro wanted to do this project as

something nice for the public during this
easing of the quarantine and inspire the
audience with some humour and also
show some solidarity with the film/media industry to help things improve for
the public. Cooking in Quarantine will
headline their next series.
SUBURBAN ON AIR: Please check
out our Suburban On Air video platform.
One of my most recent Cohen in the City
episodes features a new mental health
awareness initiative with Kirkland native
and Detroit Red Wings prospect Joe Veleno.
BALLS TO THE WALL: COVID-19 may
have halted the annual Triple Play Marathon this summer, but chief organizer
Matthew Rothpan continues to carry on
the tradition started by his dad Mark decades ago. This year they are supporting
The Neuro’s Susan Cameron Cook Neuro-Palliative Care Program with a unique
Balls to the Wall Challenge! Check out
details and the neat video at www.tripeplaymarathon.ca.
TENENBAUM BIDS ADIEU: After 45
years of checking cavities at the West
Island Dental Centre in Dollard des
Ormeaux, Dr. Michael Tenenbaum has
decided to retire. “Through the years I
have watched children become parents,
and some grandparents with the generations joining our dental family,” said
Dr. Tenenbaum. “Through these difficult times I realized that my return to
the profession I love so dearly would not
be feasible, and I am comforted by the
knowledge that your dental needs will
continue to be looked after by our amazing team.”
Something
to
share?
Email
mcohen@thesuburban.com, follow me
on Twitter @mikecohencsl and on our
blog section at www.thesuburban.com
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Dr. Michael Tenenbaum

stolen between July 18th and August 1st
and the young entrepreneurs are asking
“if anyone has any information that could
help us locate our garlic, please contact
Macdonald High School in Sainte-Annede-Bellevue or oseecharran@lbpearson.
ca.”
“Please help any way you can,” Hawa
wrote in response to the theft. “
Students need to know that our community ‘has their back’.” n
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The ABCs of
going back to
school safely
From assigning one classroom per group
and handwashing to solutions to ensure
all subjects are taught and increased support
for students, we’ve adopted measures for
a safe and successful school year.

See the FAQs
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Québec.ca/back-to-school
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Just as we respond with generosity and empathy in a time of natural disasters,
we must respond in the same way to the disaster that has befallen Beirut and
with it the nation of Lebanon. In the oped on the facing page - co-authored by
former Canadian Secretary of State for Asia Pacific The Hon. David Kilgour - you
will read in detail how the devastation of last week has shaken the country to the
core. Just to leave you with one fact here, 300,000 have lost their homes.This is
as much a natural disaster as any earthquake.
Few people have deserved the sad slings and arrows of outrageous fortune less
than the Lebanese. Before the influx of the PLO and the subsequent 15 year civil
war that ended in 1990, Beirut was known as the Paris of the Middle East. Lebanon was a nation of vibrant, rich culture and thriving international commerce.
In the midst of that war, under President Bashir Gemayel who had broken down
the religious divisions of the armed forces, it still had time to search for peace
and prosperity and had Gemayel not been killed, Lebanon would have signed a
comprehensive security and trade pact with Israel that he was negotiating creating an alliance that would have changed the dynamics of the entire Middle East.
The Lebanese diaspora grew during those war years and has enriched every
country they inhabit with the same verve and dynamism they displayed at home.
Including here in Canada where Lebanese-Canadians have contributed to our
national mosaic of pluralism and achievement out of all proportion to their
numbers.
After the civil war, Lebanon went through a remarkable period of reconstruction and renaissance. Then came the infiltration by the Iranian-backed Hezbollah and the descent into bloodshed and destruction once again. The Syrian-ordered assassination of former Prime Minister Rafic Hariri in 2005 eliminated the
man who with his own resolve and riches led the renaissance. And yet through
all these tragedies, the Lebanese - as Hemingway wrote of the Spanish - never
lost their optimism and resilience.
Yes there has been corruption in the government. That self-admission accompanied the resignation of the government itself this week. Lebanese-Canadian
leader Caroline Codsi, founder of Women in Governance, made the point about
corruption again and again in her interview with our editor in his “Beyond the
Pages” broadcast last week that you can view at The Suburban On Air. But as she
said - and we fully concur - this corruption is not a reflection of the Lebanese
people but of an unfortunate cabal. The people deserve all our support.
They deserve it out of pure and simple decency. This time there is no Bashir
Gemayel or Rafic Hariri to lead the country out of this mire. This time it’s about
the people. We all need to help get aid to the Lebanese people directly. They can’t
do it without us. We’ve heard about the need for direct aid to the people from
world leaders like French President Emmanuel Macron. But read this poignant
plea from a Lebanese-Canadian voice. Ahmad Araji, President of the Lebanese
Club of Ottawa, said, “There is no future for our people in Lebanon, and there
is great uncertainty where the country is going. The international community,
must intervene to save Lebanon.”
On page 26 of this edition we have posted a public notice of the organizations
that you can contribute to where the aid will get directly to the people of Lebanon. We urge you to give generously. The Lebanese are our sisters and brothers.

Letters to the Editor
The Suburban’s editorials have been a voice of
reason
I would like to thank you for your editorials
that are a voice of reason throughout these
last few months.
While all the other media, both print and
broadcast, were sensationalizing the information around COVID-19 and driving the fear of
everything and everyone to extremes, your
editorials were calm, rational and reasonable.
We must move forward with the re-opening of
our society. Our doctors, government, public
servants and media should be encouraging
the population towards optimism with care.
Fear-mongering and exaggeration will only
stall re-opening efforts and increase stress and
division.
Thank you for your voice of moderation.
Carol Kay
Pointe Claire
C.mon Ma Bell! Guve us a break!
No more phone bill – just an email or text?
How rude! How arrogant is that? Bell doesn’t
ask for your thoughts or opinions. Bell doesn’t
ask for your permission. Bell doesn’t give you
an option out. Bell just does it to you. No
thanks! I want the option. I send Bell between
$250 — $300 each month. I want that bill on
paper so I can examine it in detail and, there
are many details in all those huge phoneemail, mobile and satellite TV costs. Please,
just add my name to the list -a large list of older folks or rural folks that don’t have or very
limited access to the Internet.

My Internet is to keep in touch with family,
friends and for business Don’t want my Internet to be occupied receiving and examining
your massive Bell bills. And, I don’t want my
Internet or texts to be giving you access to my
banking or credit card info.
Now, this move to paperless bills has absolutely nothing to do with saving trees and the
environment. To be crystal clear, this is simply a huge cash grab by Bell. And it’s all about
making more money at your expense and the
expense of others, And they are doing this in
the midst of a social and economic crisis when
jobs and incomes are so precious and volatile.
First, they will save a lot of money on all the
people and jobs they will cut. And, as I recall
from my years at Bell, many of these jobs are
being done by older women, single-parent
mothers and often immigrants. All groups
that will be cut off, put on EI or welfare at a
critical economic time.
This is simply a cash grab and at a very
awkward and an economically crisis time.
This is Not the Bell Canada I remember from
my many years there. This is not the old “Ma
Bell” that guided that famous and incredible
growth in technology and sophistication in
the telecommunications field. This is not the
old Ma Bell of remarkable and inspiring leaders like the days of CEO Jean Monty. This is
not what Bell was or what it should be.
We must Speak Out. We must shout out.
We must have this stopped or minimally we
deserve and we must be allowed to chose an
option between “paperless” or real, tangible
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OPINION
Lebanon needs international help now
By The Hon. David Kilgour and Susan Korah
Special to The Suburban

Canada and Lebanon are historically close,
with Lebanese being our largest Middle East
cultural community and many Canadian citizens living in Lebanon. Since 2016, Canadian
taxpayers have contributed about $250 million in aid to support national stability and its
1.5 million Syrian refugees. More than half of
the approximately 60,000 Syrian refugees resettled in Canada came from Lebanon.
Lebanon, moreover, despite major governance problems--hugely worsened by the
recent catastrophic explosion—and a fifth of
its people living in extreme poverty is one of
few constitutional democracies in the Middle
East.
Article 95 of its constitution requires
that Muslims and Christians be represented
equally in parliament, cabinet and the public
service. It also requires that political power be
shared among a Christian president; a Sunni Muslim prime minister; a Shia Muslim
speaker of the parliament; an Eastern Orthodox deputy prime minister and vice-speaker
of the parliament; and a Druze head of the
paper bills.
And, in the midst of this economic crisis for so many Canadians what does BCE/
Bell do? They slash and cut jobs and they
make a cash grab from your wallet. This my
dear “Ma Bell” is disgusting. You should be
ashamed of yourself.
Howard P. Gibbs
Montreal

was only one time when I said “I don’t believe
I have to identify myself” that I was allowed
to move on. The “guidelines” are wrapped in
doing good, but overlook the bad done when
a cop comes up to us and demands ID.
Let’s see some change before everyone
tries to feel good about being against racism.
Every time I was stopped the cops were certain they had good reason, but of course they
never charged me with anything.
I’m not Black, but I’ve been illegally
stopped while out walking too many times
to understand it from experience. And my
great, great grandmother knew racism. People sitting on the sidelines don’t know what
it’s like.
Michael Black
Westmount, QC
Mayor Plante is completely out of touch
The sickness starts at the top, Mayor Plante is completely out of touch with the reality
of Montreal.
Downtown Montreal’s offices are empty,
hotel rooms are empty, parking spaces are
missing, therefore no one is there to shop.
The number of residential inhabitants in
the walking area of downtown are not great
enough to satisfy the needs of the retailers.
Numbers don‘t tell the entire story. If you
take the area between Atwater and Guy, although the numbers are high, they alone
will not satisfy the retailers’ needs. One needs
qualified residents to make stores viable.
The mayor, this one or the next one needs
to find a way of attracting people to the city
centre. We are not the first city in the world

leadership but also in the political structures
that have enabled leaders of religious communities to cling to political power against
the wishes of their people.
The international community has responded compassionately, sending millions
of dollars in humanitarian aid. Led by French
President Emmanuel Macron’s plea, “We
must act quickly and efficiently so that this
aid goes directly to where it is needed…Lebanon’s future is at stake…” international leaders gathered in a virtual donor conference to
discuss how best to help.
Earlier, Canada’s Minister of International
Development Karina Gould announced that
the Canadian government is contributing
up to $5 million CAD in humanitarian aid by
way of trusted organizations, including $1.5
million to the Lebanese Red Cross. The lack
of trust implied in the Lebanese government
is shared by other international leaders.
Immediate humanitarian help is indeed
the most needed, and it must circumvent
government channels notorious for diverting
taxpayer funds.
Indeed, the future of Lebanon is at stake,
to face this problem, but we need politicians
who have the guts to do what is right, not
just what is popular amongst their base, to
correct the problem.
Bruce Vineberg
Montreal
Mayor Plante, stop closing streets to parking!
Very recently, Mme Plante was bemoaning the loss of businesses in Montreal and
was urging the importance of encouraging shopping in our beautiful stores in the
downtown core. Nice words, Ms Plante. Today I see clearly how shoppers go to malls
where they park cars easily. Buying online
is even easier. Stores everywhere are closing
permanently.
Ms Plante, cyclists don’t bring business to
stores as a rule. It’s people who drive cars,
intending to shop and need to park a car,
who spend their cash so storekeepers can
pay their expenses, make a bit of profit and
stay open.
In your wisdom, you have removed parking from entire streets such as Pine Ave. As
an example. Huge flower pots and sidewalk
entertainment do not bring business to a
once vibrant city.
Libby Toulch
Montreal
No consultation by Montgomery of NDG residents
Bravo to David McMillan. His assessment
of Valerie Plante’s administration as “authoritarian” is quite accurate. No doubt his valid
criticism of the Plante administration’s ill
thought out “project” for removal of parking

and Canada and the international community must take every possible step to ensure that
it doesn’t become a failed state.
Canada can endorse Macron’s call for
transparency and an independent investigation into the cause of the explosion.
Furthermore, Canada can actively support
US Judge Mark Wolf’s proposal to set up an
International Anti-Corruption Court, similar
to the International Criminal Court. It would
act as an incentive for domestic governments
to establish adequate anti-corruption processes while ensuring that corrupt leaders
are held accountable where effective domestic processes don’t yet exist.
Canada can also investigate if the ill-gotten gains of Lebanon’s kleptocrats have been
stashed away in Canadian banks, and can
leverage our Magnitsky legislation to freeze
assets. Lebanon’s ship of state needs a complete overhaul, and the international community must help it achieve that goal.
David Kilgour is Canada’s former Secretary of State for Latin America and Africa.
Susan Korah is an Ottawa-based journalist
specializing in human rights. n
did not fall on deaf ears (for a change). His
reference to next year’s municipal election
has resulted in this administration reversing
its unilateral decision to alter traffic on Notre Dame St. W.
I would remind the current sitting councilors and the mayor of CDN-NDG that there
are indeed elections next year. Their claim to
have consulted NDG residents, municipal
organizations and the invisible merchants
on Terrebonne Street is specious at best. To
add insult to injury, Ms. Montgomery assures the residents of NDG that a survey will
be done in the fall. Her complete disregard
for the citizens she represents is insulting.
We have raised our voices in objection to
this dictatorial move by sitting politicians
only to be summarily dismissed and ignored.
Meanwhile the CDN-NDG Nanny State tells
us that this is a “temporary project”.
When Robert Borden initiated Income Tax
in 1916/1917, it was to be temporary. Pardon
me, if I do not believe Ms. Montgomery. In
a CBC report (July 23/20), Ms. Montgomery
says she is listening to people’s concerns.
She seems to listen to cyclists or those who
share her personal agenda.
I believe that many CDN-NDG residents
will flock to the polls in the coming election.
It will be interesting to see who remains
mayor and which sitting councillors will be
reelected. From the groundswell, it seems
that a huge change is on the horizon. It’s
time to dump the Nanny State.
Judy Kolonics
Montreal
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Police must stop hassling people without
reasonable cause
Black lives matter is a declaration, and it’s
a cry of rage. They mattered long before the
obvious beatings and even killings. Cops decide someone is a criminal by the way they
look, and then they demand our ID, they
illegally search us, they swear at us, they
threaten to beat us up (and sometimes they
do). They make us hurt. And they don’t apologize.
I want to yell “get out of my life” but that
can never happen, the damage is done. Nobody likes racism, but this isn’t cops beating
people because they aren’t white. On a subtle
level they are reacting, and then it’s okay to
mistreat people, because they “deserve it”.
None of this is new. In 1986 the Quebec
Human Rights Commission had hearings
on racial profiling (I think I got those details
right, it’s been decades), but it still happens.
Thirty-four years is a long time to wait.
The “new” guidelines don’t change anything, unless they weren’t written down
before. We were never obligated to identify
ourselves except in specific circumstances,
driving or actually under arrest. I think it

military.
Already suffering from an economic meltdown, astronomical food prices, a crushing
tax burden, and the ravages of Covid-19, the
Lebanese people blame government corruption, nepotism, and incompetence as the root
causes of their problems.
For decades, the same religious/political
elite has maintained a stranglehold on power
and lived in luxury, oblivious to the sporadic
demonstrations since last October.
The port explosion triggered last week by
2,500 tonnes of confiscated ammonium nitrate reignited the protest movement, which
was dormant during the Covid-19 pandemic.
The catastrophe left 150 dead, 6000 injured,
300,000 homeless, and the entire city paralyzed.
Protests –ranging from peaceful to riots
— demanding the resignation of political
leaders have re-erupted, causing even more
injuries. According to media reports, at least
728 people were wounded in clashes with
riot police as thousands of protestors tried to
storm Beirut’s parliament building.
Drastic change is needed, not only in the

MORE NEWS ONLINE AT
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BUREAUX DE STYLE LOFT À LOUER À GRIFFINTOWN
GRIFFINTOWN LOFT-STYLE OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE

WWW.NDO.COM
514-447-8048

THESUBURBAN.COM
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Face-shields help to but are not necessary unless you are exposed to a lot of people, like a
server in a restaurant.

Going from gatherings of 50 people to 250 gives us a chance to see if people can deal with
this increase.

On goggles, face shields, large gatherings and more
The information you need to know to survive the new normal
Dr. Mitch Shulman
Public Health
To protect yourself from the virus that
causes COVID-19, do you need to wear
goggles or a face shield? The simple answer is no. It does help to shield you but
it is not necessary unless you will be exposed to a lot of people, like a server in a
restaurant.
I wear either one in the emerg to reduce the risk that the virus will sneak in
through my eyes when I am dealing with
someone who is positive for the virus, but
I also wear a mask. That is a vitally important point. My goggles cover my eyes
and wrap around on top and on the sides;
if I wear a face-shield it extends from my
forehead to below my chin and around the
sides of my face to my ears.

A study from Switzerland looked at
serving staff in a hotel who developed
COVID-19. Those wearing just a face shield
fell sick. Those wearing a face shield and a
mask did not. The message: hand-washing, social distancing and wearing a mask
are of paramount importance. Wearing a
face shield or goggles is not unreasonable
but doesn’t replace them.
If 249 plus me equals 250 — the new
number of people allowed to be together
— how safe will that be? Well, it depends.
The people to be most concerned about
are those within a two-metre radius of
you. Are they masked? Did they wash their
hands on the way in?
Ventilation is a concern indoors. The
system needs to regularly circulate air
that is mixed with fresh air from outside
and passes through high efficiency filters.
Going from 50 people to 250 gives us a
chance to see if people can deal with this

increase. Will security work? Will people
follow the guidelines? Will there be a spike
in community transmission in spite of all
the precautions?
To move forward we have to be willing to
take careful steps. If we do this right we will
be safe. There are certain situations where,
even with precautions in place, I would be
more worried about, like sporting events
where people scream and shout and religious gatherings where people sing. Any
situation where voices are raised increases
risk and should be specially watched.
Lastly, how long is this all going to last?
Tough question but I suspect we’re in
for the long haul. This virus seems to be
following the MERS coronavirus model
(which is still circulating) as opposed to
SARS (which disappeared on its own). But
before we panic, age brings perspective
and I hope wisdom.
Polio ravaged communities, often kill-

ing and maiming. Every spring was dreaded. No one knew how it spread. Fear and
superstition ruled. All that changed once
we knew that it was caused by a virus, how
it spread and then a vaccine was developed.
That process took decades.
We figured out the genetic code of this
virus within months and we have more
than a 100 different vaccines being evaluated. Once we have a vaccine that works
we should be where we are now with polio,
a population that can go about its normal
activities without fear. We still have a distance to go but if we stay the course we are
well on the way to getting our lives back.
Dr. Mitch Shulman is an Associate Professor in the Department of Emergency
Medicine at McGill Medical School as well
as an Attending Physician in the Emergency Department of the McGill University Health Centre. He’s also the CJAD AM
800 Medical Consultant.
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Le West Hill Residential Project
The only one of its kind in Beaconsfield

1202 gnirpS : etad ycnapuccO

Karen Kanzandjian & Ken Zhong
real estate broker

real estate broker

real estate agency

Call us: 514-333-3000
address: 79 Avenue Elm, Beaconsfield, QC H9W 0A9
Only 24 units // train station only steps away // 30 minutes to downtown // a carefree lifestyle

DIVING DEEPER INTO THE HEADLINES & THE NEWS THAT AFFECTS YOU
Editor - Beryl Wjasman

MIKE COHEN - Conversations with dynamic personalities who make Montreal tick.
MARK LIDBETTER - Sports, sports & more sports. Local sports with athletes, coaches, and fans
KAREN LOUIS - Explore mindfulness and the practices of self compassion,
loving kindness, gratitude as well as others, one breathe at a time.
MIRANDA LIGHTSTONE - has passionately spent the past 15 years driving anything and
everything she can get her hands on then writing about it or talking about it in front of a camera.
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ANNA-MARIA TOSCO - or our Sassy Psychologist, has two masters degrees
in the field of psychology and has studied and worked coast to coast.

If you have an interesting topic or interview you think we should have, please send your thoughts to: onair@thesuburban.com

NEWS & VIEWS

MORE NEWS ONLINE AT

THESUBURBAN.COM

Settimana goes virtual
By Joel Ceausu
The Suburban

Montreal’s Italian Week continues
until August 23, offering live concerts,
comedy and cooking shows, web capsules
and activities for all ages, taking the storied Montreal festival virtual for the first
time, available to an even greater audience than ever before.
As is tradition, Settimana offers free
programming for all: From the comfort
of home you can catch Marco Calliari
in concert, bust a gut with perennial favourite funny man Joe Cacchione, learn
“Everything You Ever Wanted To Know
About Mal’occhio” and close out the week
with a concert featuring Montreal recording artists Ari Skye and Charles Vaccaro.
“This is a first for our festival and we
are proud of this most innovative turn,”
said festival president Antonio Sciascia.
“We hope that this year’s renewed programming will please everyone and allow
you to discover the richness of Italian
culture through the web.”
Montrealers already celebrate the
beauty and the diversity of Italian-Canadians every day in their consumption of
arts, food, and all business and cultural
exchanges. In keeping with the times,
says executive director Josie Verrillo,
“we have worked extremely hard to provide moments of enjoyment for this 27th
edition and we hope that the whole com-

munity will come together to experience
entertaining virtual moments.”
As one of the city’s largest and most
enduring events, Settimana continues to
be the highlight on the Montreal festival
calendar, even in virtual mode. Montreal
Mayor Valérie Plante said the community’s “resilience, solidarity and innovation
has allowed it to go through difficult
times and make a great contribution to
the development of Montreal. I remain
convinced that the people of Montreal will respond again this year and that
this 27th Italian Week will be crowned
with success. Together, let’s celebrate the
strength and beauty of the Italian community and all that unites us.”
For information check out https://
www.italfestmtl.ca/ or follow them on
Facebook and Instagram n

Plan your personalized visit now

Videotron temporarily suspends charges
for calls from Canada to Lebanon
By Joel Goldenberg
The Suburban

The Videotron integrated communications company has suspended charges
for calls from Canada to Lebanon until Aug. 23, in light of the explosion in
Beirut that killed at least 150, injured
thousands and left hundreds of thousands homeless.
The measure “will allow Videotron

customers with family and loved ones
in the country to reach them without
having to worry about long-distance
charges.
“The charges will be automatically
cancelled for all residential, business
and mobile accounts— customers do
not need to contact Videotron before
placing a call to Lebanon,” the announcement says. n
joel@thesuburban.com

WELCOME
OFFER

$ 2,500

*

ENDS AUGUST 31

+ Free telemedicine service

Thursday give-away is for two masks per address

+ Bi-monthly cleaning
of your apartment

By Ross Conroy
The Suburban

With wearing masks where physical
distancing is not possible and inside public spaces the norm, the city of Beaconsfield is reaching out to help residents 70
years and older with the distribution of
free masks.
Masks were distributed on Monday and
another give-away is happening tomorrow, Thursday, August 13th from 1 to
3 p.m.
The city noted on its website that the
distribution of masks is on a “ first-come,

first-served basis, a limited quantity of
face coverings is available.”
The mask distribution is taking place
outside of Beaconsfield city hall and
there is a limit of two free masks per civic
address.
The city also wanted to reminds residents that “access municipal buildings
such as City Hall, Public Works, the Library and the Recreation Centre, must
wear a mask or face covering at all times.
This decision follows the Quebec government’s announcement to add this measure to all those already in place to reduce the spread of COVID-19.” n

+ One free meal per day

+ Your move in at
our expense
+ A welcome gift

438 600-3273
selectionretraite.com

1935, boul. Graham,
Mont-Royal
*Certain conditions apply. This offer is valid for a period of 3 months (until December 31, 2020) and conditional on the signing
of a lease between August 1 and August 31, 2020, for a move-in before October 1, 2020. Valid for new leases only and cannot
be combined with any other promotion. Your move in at our expense up to a value of $ 500. Offer exclusive to all Sélection
Retraite residences. Details from our rental consultant. This offer may vary depending on the services offered in the residence.
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Free masks for Beaconsfield
residents 70 plus

MARCH
Cont’d from page A1

governments may impose mandatory
vaccinations once a Covid vaccine is produced, he wants lawmakers to remember
that this is not in line with Canadian
precedent.
He pointed out that only Ontario and
New Brunswick have mandated vaccinations and those are only for children
about to enroll in schools. The vaccinations are against diphtheria, tetanus, polio, measles, mumps and rubella. Manitoba also has a mandated child vaccination
policy against measles. All three provinces allow for exemptions if parents object
on religious, medical or simply conscientious grounds.
The protest was timed to coincide with
actions by Foundation ally Rocco Galati,
a leading civil rights lawyer in Toronto,
who has begun to seek court permission
in several provinces for class action suits
to strike down mandatory mask guidelines as being in violation of Charter of
Rights’ protections of individual choice

SCHOOL
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Cont’d from page A1

halting the spread was not great enough
to counter the constraints on learning”
said Roberge. Essentially, he said, “the
class is the bubble, the same 20-25 students will remain together.”
Roberge, who highlighted the presence
of parent representatives in the room,
says he understand parents’ apprehension. “Letting schools close is not protecting our children… We have to learn
new ways to do things. They need to see
their friends, their teachers. They need to
socialize and develop.” The minister says
the experience of the reopened schools
outside the Montreal region last spring
“shows we can offer a safe education.”
Quebec Public Health Director Dr. Horacio Arruda agreed: “Keeping kids away
from school is more harmful than the
effects of Covid-19.”
Roberge said masks are not mandatory
in class because they affect learning, of
which easy communication and expression are important parts. Arruda says
wearing a mask all day is already challenging for adults and older students, but
for younger children, the decision to not
impose masks was done with a good “balance of risks.”
Roberge added that in-class physical
distancing is not required, and that one
meter will suffice while wearing masks
outside the class, adding that measures
previously in place remain so, including
accessing different doors in the building
to minimize crowding, staggered recess,
frequent hand-washing and accessibility
to sanitizers.
He says for kids with a health problem
validated by a doctor and linked to Covid,
or a vulnerable family member, “students
will have the right to remote learning,
and the service centre will guarantee distance learning, which means receiving
homework and follow up by teachers.”
If an entire school must close, parents
will never again face the notion of simply “being out of luck,” referencing the
widespread experience of many Quebec
families last spring when some schools

MORE NEWS ONLINE AT

THESUBURBAN.COM
and privacy. The march was peaceful,
without incident and had a considerable
police presence. n

BERYL WAJSMAN, EDITOR/THE SUBURBAN

NEWS & VIEWS

March chief organizer accountant Stéphane
Blais who is President of the Foundation for
Individual Rights and Liberties

went full speed ahead and some teachers responded immediately. Scores of
students however, were not as fortunate,
many left without guidance, or adequate
contact by their schools, receiving little
support and confusing kits of platforms
and assignments.
“There is a guarantee of quality,” he
said. “With clear guidelines: If we close
a high school for example, all students
will have 15 hours of courses per week,
and two hours a day to ask teachers questions.”
He also iterated that if any child tests
positive for Covid at school, parents will
be notified whether the affected student
is in their child’s class or not. “This is not
to create panic but to be transparent and
encourage parents to watch more closely
for symptoms.”
Finally, there will be a big boost in the
consistency and uniformity of communications, and that all Quebec parents will
have the same information, instructions
to follow and contact information, “available in French and English for those who
want it.”
While face coverings and other gear
will be supplied to personnel, for students it’s the parents’ responsibility said
the minister. “Just like a piece of clothing, it’s something that is mandatory if
they accompany their parents to a grocery store or if they ride a bus. Parents
are responsible to supply it.” However,
he added that for vulnerable families the
government will work with community
organizations to make sure those who do
need help securing masks get them.
“I’m a father too and I want to see my
children go back to school, safely,” he
said. “We want to ensure catch up for
students and to continue teaching the
Quebec education plan,” adding that it’s
all possible because of the professionalism of teachers and school staff.
“Thanks to the June plan schools are
almost there in terms of the administrative process, and now we’re just waiting
for the teachers.”
For full details of the plan, visit https://
www.quebec.ca/en/education/back-toschool-plan-fall-covid-19/ n

SUPERMARCHÉ

www.akhavanfood.com
Les produits alimentaires Méditérranéen et du Moyen-Orient
Mediterranean & Middle-Eastern food products
AKHAVAN N.D.G

ALSO YOU COULD
TEXT YOUR ORDER
6170 Sherbrooke St. W. (N.D.G.)
TO PICK-UP
(corner Grand blvd), H4B 1L8
438-800-0223

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday Closed

OPENING
HOURS

AKHAVAN WEST-ISLAND
15760 boul. Pierrefonds
Pierrefonds, H9H 3P6

8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sunday Closed

Specials valid from Wednesday August 12 to Tuesday August 18, 2020
GROUND BEEF
BOEUF HACHÉ
$10.98 kg

4

99

Halal

LB.

JAHAN
WHITE BASMATI RICE

RIZ BASMATI BLANC
4 kg

9

99
EA.
CH.

AKHAVAN
FIRM YOGURT

YOGOURT FERME
$7.69 kg

3

49
LB.

IPEK
TOMATO PASTE

GREEK KALAMATA OLIVES

2

2

CH.

PISTACHES RÔTIES, SALÉES
$15.38 kg

6

99

99

LB.

BANANAS

LB.

FRESH PARSLEY

BANANES
$1.08 kg

PÂTE DE TOMATES
650 ml

99
EA.

PISTACHIOS
ROASTED, SALTED

OLIVES GRECQUES KALAMATA
$6.58 kg

PERSIL FRAÎCHE

49

99

2/

¢

LB.

¢

info@akhavanfood.com

Nous sommes ouverts
dés 8h tous les jours

SHERBROOKE

DECARIE

ST-JEAN

We are open from 8 a.m. everyday

CAVENDISH

ST-CHARLES

BLVD.
PIERREFONDS

Please visit our website for daily store updates.
Thank you for your continued support.
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www.akhavanfood.com

classifieds

PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED
PRIOR TO PUBLICATION.
PAYMENT:

Deadline Monday 1 p.m.
514.484.1107
classified@thesuburban.com

CHECK YOUR AD: Please make sure the text of your ad is as requested and advise us of any errors. We cannot be responsible for more than the first publication date.
BRICKWORK

**ABLE MILITARY COLLECTOR Buying Military Medals,
Badges, Uniforms, Swords,
Hats, Flags, Log-Books, Photos, Wings. Canadian, Foreign. 1st/ 2nd War. 514694-5361.

ANGUS CONSTRUCTION.
Brickwork, stone work, tuck
pointing, concrete walkways
and repairs, acrylic and cement finish. Free estimates.
References. RBQ: 5747-749901. Ian, 514-262-3320.
BRICK REPAIR, pointing, cement repair, plastering. Free
estimate. Benito, 514-8383131.
** BRICKWORK ** Miguel
Construction & renovation
inc. Brick Pointing. Cement
work. Blocks. Chimney repair.
Foundation cracks. 15 Years
experience. References. Licensed. RBQ #8350-2591-59.
(514)803-0057 Miguel.

PAGER: (514) 936-5651

www.hsprop.com

AVENDISH
LUB

103926

1000
1450
1700

ATTRACTIVE

MASSOTHERAPY
MALE for men. Homes/hotels ONLY! noon-11:59pm.
Phone 5-1-HARD-6996. NoTextMsgsPlease.
www.sid3x.ca.

514-484-3416

LEGAL NOTICES

11396

Heating, Hot Water,
Electricity, Garage
included
• Pool • Shopping
• Ideal for Seniors

DAYCARE SERVICES
DAYCARE reopening in
September. Garderie Arc en
Ciel 2. Phone 514-441-7391.
Come and visit 487 Delmar,
Pointe Claire.

514-546-8111
514-718-2978

ARTICLES FOR SALE
CONTENTS of house for sale.
Treadmill, single beds, dining
room set, etc. NDG area. 514794-6075.

CONDOS FOR RENT

Condo Rental
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WATCHES, STAMPS, COINS
bought. Dinky toys. Fountain
pens. Sterling silver, clocks.
Machinist tools. Old
Signs/posters, General antiques. House calls willingly.
(514)694-8507.
WILL buy shot guns, rifles,
hand guns. Have all necessary permits. Paying cash.
(514)737-5921.

31⁄2•41⁄2•51⁄2

- Utilities and
appliances included
- Condo quality, renovated
- Doormen
- Indoor pool
- Interior parking available

Follow
The Suburban
Instagram

I buy quality 1960's danish
teak style furniture. Call Dave
at 514.318.5568 or email
montrealmidcentury@
gmail.com

Newly built 3-level condo
for rent. 3 bedrooms and
2½ bathrooms (1800 sq ft).
Centrally located, quick access
to all highways, 15 minutes
from the West-Island and
the city while 5 minutes from
the canal. Conveniences of a
home: private entrance and
private garage, large kitchen,
terrace, central A.C & heating.
392 Av Skaniatarati, Lachine.

392 Av Skaniatarati, Lachine.

For mature people. $2,250/month. Call us 514-684-2211
ARTICLES WANTED

WANTED
Fine Art & Antiques
Chinese, Japanese,
Asian Porcelain,
Jade, Paintings,
Sterling, Bronze also
Canadian Art &
European Antiques,
Objects d’art, etc.

CANADA
PROVINCE OF QUÉBEC
District of Montréal
No 500-04-002694-900
SUPERIOR COURT (Family Division)
MAMERTO ELUI MELGAR,
APPLICANT
v.

CONSTRUCTION G. Grasso
Inc. Specialty: Cement Repairs, Brick Pointing, Window Sills, Stone Blocks, chimney repairs. 30 years experience. RBQ 8234-9457-07.
Call Jack 514-799-0737.

Brick • Stone
Cement
Seniors Discount 10%
chimneys, foundation
cracks, pointing,
window sills, steps,
retaining walls,
walkways, repairs.
38 years experience.
Personalized work.
Free estimate.

Ask for Chris,

514 685 7535
ELECTRICIANS

CHANTAL PELLERIN and
EMMANUEL ELUI MELGAR,
DEFENDANTS
and REVENU QUEBEC, Misen-cause
NOTICE OF PRESENTATION
The APPLICATION TO CANCEL CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT will be presented at
Palais de justice de Montreal,
1 Notre-Dame East, Montréal,
in room 2.17 at 9:00 a.m. on
4 September 2020.
Complete file is available
from the Court Clerk.
Mamerto Elui Melgar
NOTICE OF CLOSURE
OF INVENTORY
(Article 795 para 2 C.C.Q.)
Notice is hereby given to
creditors and others that
BETTY ETCOVITCH, also
known as BETTY SPIEGEL, the
“Deceased” domiciled in her
lifetime in the City of
Montreal, Province of Quebec, died at Montreal on the
fourteenth day of December
in the year two thousand and
seventeen (14-12-2017). An
inventory of the property of
the Deceased has been made
by the Liquidator Stephen
SPIEGEL in accordance with
the laws of the province of
Quebec and can be consulted by any interested party,
upon request at the office of
the attorney of the Liquidator, situated at 1350
Sherbrooke St., Suite 200, in
the City of Montreal, Province
of Quebec, H3G 1J1.

English Gentleman Buyer

TUTORING

ANDREW PLUM
416.669.1716 • www.plumsﬁneart.com

MATH/SCIENCE TUTORING.
Secondary, CEGEP, ACAIQ at
home. Call Sam 514-2290054.

E.H. ELECTRIC Experienced licensed entrepreneur. Residential, commercial. Contact
Eric. Cell: (514)886-8399.

ALL Floor Sanding, finishing.
All kinds of repairs. Best
prices. (514)570-2092.
FLOOR sanding, installation,
wood repairs, ecological
products, varathane, stain,
guaranteed work. S. Bell
(514)990-1570.
MEBESA INC. Installation and
sanding of all hardwood
floors. Dustless sanding. Finishing with the best highest
quality water base finish. Non
toxic, non yellowing. Best
prices. All colours. 25 years
experience. With license,
competence card, liability insurance. For more information call 450-656-9778, 514941-9778. Ask for Emmanuel.
R.B.Q. #2846-9195-66.
LANDSCAPING

E+L LANDSCAPING

30 years experience
- Grass cutting
- Sod application
- Planting of flowers, etc.
Reasonable prices
Reliable

(514)941-2116

DANIEL TREE
SERVICES
FULLY INSURED
FREE ESTIMATES
• Felling • Pruning
• Tending
• Stump Removal

DANIEL
(514)

947-2797

SAFE-T-TREE
514.368.6481
QUALITY PRUNING
& FELLING HEDGES
AND STUMPS
www.safettree.com

CARLTON MOVING SERVICE,
residential, commercial, local
and long distance. We Do
Moving Right since 1995!
Call 438-764-0471/514-8550626.
MURRY TRANSPORT, since
1998. Insured, professional.
Residential, commercial.
Packing, storage. 514-9958737.

TRANSPORT . MOVING

Professional Movers.
Fully Insured.
Free Estimation.
10% OFF for Seniors.

MOVERS
A MOVING. 15 years experience. Truck or van available.
Men available. Need work.
Reasonable rates. No job too
small. Also junk removal.
Robert (514)992-0626.
ARK TRANSPORT Ariel with
over 30 years experience. Satisfaction guaranteed.
(514)992-1826.

ANBER MOVING
& STORAGE

514.404.6443

RESIDENTIAL MOVE
LONG DISTANCE • STORAGE
Packing & Wrapping
with Insurance
Reliable & Economical
Professional with 60 years experience
Call and ask for Promotion

104383

6595 Mackle Road
Luxurious building
facing Cavendish Mall
$
STARTING AT
$
STARTING AT
$
STARTING AT

3½
4½
5½

3½•4½
Modern, Secure, Spacious.
(514) 489-6441

C.S.L.
6865 NORWALK

C.S.L.

C

3½•4½

Prestigious, Renovated Pool.
Adjacent Cavendish Mall
(514) 489-6441
Pager: (514) 230-3361
5875 Cavendish facing Mall

MOVERS

LANDSCAPING

99509

POINTE CLAIRE, Lakeside
Apts. Large 41/2's, heated,
hot water included. Hardwood floors. Quiet area. Near
train station. Tel: 514-2985826.
VILLE ST. LAURENT 2150
Scott, fully renovated, 41/2
large, $1275, 31/2 $950. includes heating, hot water and
appliances. 514-502-5100.

Kildare Towers

FLOORING

94630

4220 St Joseph Blvd. waterfront. 31/2 $1175, 41/2
$1275. Heating, hot water,
appliances. 514-502-5100.

C.S.L.

110224

4220 St Joseph Blvd. waterfront. 31/2 $1175, 41/2
$1275. Heating, hot water,
appliances. 514-502-5100.

514.939.0099
www.pannetonpanneton.com

MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE 03-19 Panneton & Panneton

Family operated,
reliable, affordable
Licensed, insured, caring
Local, long distance, 30 yrs.

Montreal - Toronto - Vancouver
New York - Florida - U.S.A.

514-735-8148
www.anbermovers.com

PAINTING

*PROFESSIONAL PAINTING.
Handyman. Interior and Exterior Painting-gyproc-plastering, wallpaper (apply/remove). Ceramics, Vinyl Tiles.
Guaranteed work, references.
514-718-8583.

CAULKING.

PEST CONTROL

ESTATE SALES

ESTATE SALE

2 Westmount Square
Listed Art, Porcelain, Moorcroft, Signed Books, Pistono Furnishings, Vintage Clothing & Accessories.
See Website for Pictures and COVID-19 procedures.

Aug 14-16, 9 am-4 pm
www.daisyexclusive.com
info@daisyexclusive.com
514-938-3554

ROOFING

VENTILATION EXPERTS
ALL TYPES OF ROOFING
& RENOVATIONS

BELGRAVE ENTERPRISES
• Shingles • Asphalt & Gravel • Slate • Membrane • Brickwork
• Tuck Pointing • Chimneys • Sheet Metal Work • Copper • Skylights
Brick Wall & Chimney Repairs & Rebuilds GUARANTEED
FREE
PROFESSIONAL ROOF INSPECTIONS
ESTIMATES
WORK
Member of APCHQ

107350

ARTICLES WANTED

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

WRITTEN REPORTS WITH PHOTOS

RBQ# 8261-4496-02

www.belgraveroofing.ca

514-932-7772

SENIORS
DISCOUNT

MORE NEWS ONLINE AT

NEWS & VIEWS

THESUBURBAN.COM

Cont’d from page A3

arise and impose additional
challenges to us,” they said.
“In a customer service environment, it is very difficult to
be expected to impede on the
rights of grown adults. Our
job is to operate our business,
their right is to make personal
choices as individuals.”
“Regardless of what we

think, upon re-opening, as
employees of our business, we
will wear masks to reassure
our clientele, but we will not
force clients to do so.”
“This is not a battle stance
for us against measures, this is
the logic that we have to face
as owners to protect ourselves
from possible repercussions
due to regulations imposed
on us that are impossible to
uphold.” n

CHELSEY ST-PIERRE

BISTRO

CLASSIFIEDS
PAINTING

RENOVATIONS

ROOFING

**TRI STAR Painting. 30
years experience. Painting,
Plastering, Wallcovering.
Jimmy, Christos (450)6879042, cell: (514)945-4259.

RENOVATION TAVI Inc. General contractor, complete
renovations, kitchens, bathrooms, basements, interior
and exterior finishing. Insurance claims and plumbing.
RBQ: 8329-9321-22.
(514)963-6424. (514)4842352.

J.F. ROOFER: ALL TYPES OF
ROOFS, ALUMINUM/GUTTERS. Air vent, Skylight.
Brick, chimney, pointing & cement work. Fiberglass or
wood balconies. Caulking.
Steel or aluminum railings.
Flashings. Siding. Soffit. Cell:
(514)898-5542.

AFFORDABLE RENOVATIONS
Bathrooms, basements, kitchens, flooring, Schluter
showers, complete remodelling, great prices, Insured
RBQ:5684453301.
514-924-7145
ARTIST of renovations. Dry
wall, master of plastering,
painting, wall paper. Update
bathroom , kitchen, finish
basement. Best job ,best
price. Arik , 514-458-7154.

CARPENTER
HANDYMAN
• Woodwork
• Tiles & Cement
• Gyproc & Painting
• Basements
• Kitchens
• General Repairs
Guaranteed Work

Mel Maitlitz

514-731-5831

CARS FOR SALE

WANTED:
CARS, TRUCKS
OR VANS

26071

A-1 Renovator. Bathrooms,
Kitchens, Basements, Drywall, Floors/ Tiles. Free estimates Highest Quality. Jacques:
5 1 4 - 9 0 9 - 6 5 6 1
www.stellium.ca

FOR SCRAP
days a week
$ 7Any
condition $

514-685-5666

RENOVATIONS
105439

CEMENT WORK, steps, balconies, retaining walls, cement slabs, cement parging,
pave-uni, swimming pools repairs, new installation/repairs. Foundation repairs,
Epoxy injection. Mike 514996-3170. RBQ-5655-501401.

STARTING AT

$2,600
SPECIAL:
12’ X 12’ Deck

HOME
RENOVATIONS

We do:
- basement finishing
- kitchens, bathrooms
- painting
- ceramic tiles, and more.
Job guaranteed.
25 years experience.
Antonio 514-655-6605
Ben 514-581-4726

REPAIRS and Renovations of
all types. Interior, exterior.
Hardwood floors. Ceramics.
Painting and plastering. Brick
and cement work, etc.
(514)914-5950.

Fully licensed
and insured

DSE Construction Inc. 514-651-2520
David Erratt
daviderratt@dseconstruction.com

www.dseconstruction.com

BOKOR RENOVATIONS
In business for over 25 years

EXPERT IN COMPLETE PROJECTS
• Carpentry
• Kitchens
• Windows & doors • Bathrooms
• Brick & cement
• Basements
PAINTING &
& extensions
DECORATING

INSURED • BONDED • EXPERIENCED

www.bokorrenovation.com
RBQ #8346-8199-29

Call

Experienced in
insurance claims

514-867-4192

Follow The Suburban On Facebook

thesuburban.jobboard.io

VILLE DE
MONTRÉAL-OUEST

TOWN OF
MONTREAL WEST

DEMANDES DE DÉROGATION MINEURE

MINOR EXEMPTION REQUESTS

AVIS PUBLIC est par les présentes donné que
lors de la séance ordinaire qui se tiendra lundi le
31 août 2020 à 20h00, le Conseil municipal statuera sur
cinq demandes de dérogation mineure au règlement de
zonage 2020-002 de la Ville de Montréal-Ouest pour
les immeubles suivants :

PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given that, during
the Regular Meeting that will be held on Monday,
August 31, 2020, at 8:00 p.m., the Town Council will
render a decision on five requests for minor exemption
from Zoning By-Law 2020-002 of the Town of Montreal
West regarding the following immovables:

Premier Endroit concerné
Adresse :
481-483 Hudson
Numéro de matricule : 9235-33-1638-0
Zone :
RC-1

First location
Address:
Immoveable number:
Zone:

Nature de la première demande et effet de la
dérogation
Régulariser un empiètement du bâtiment principal, qui
se trouve à une distance de 4.21 mètres de la ligne
de propriété, alors que la marge de recul avant est au
minimum de 4.57 mètres dans cette zone suivant la
grille de spécifications applicable en vertu de l’article
3.2.2 du règlement de zonage. L’acceptation de la
demande aurait pour effet de réduire cette norme de
0.36 mètres.

Nature of the first request and consequence of the
exemption
Normalize an encroachment of the main building, which
is located at 4.21 metres from the property line, while
the minimum front setback is of 4.57 metres in the
concerned zone, according to the relevant schedule of
uses and standards under section 3.2.2 of the Zoning
By-Law. The consequence of accepting this request
would be to reduce this requirement by 0.36 metre.

Deuxième endroit concerné
Adresse:
205 Brock Nord
Numéro de matricule:
9335-11-0049-5
Zone:
RA-4

Second location
Address:
Immoveable number:
Zone:

Nature de la deuxième demande et effet de la
dérogation
Permettre la construction d’un patio avec une marge
de recul latérale nulle au lieu du minimum de 1 mètre.
L’acceptation de la demande aurait pour effet de réduire
cette norme de 1 mètre malgré le paragraphe 7 de
l’article 4.1.10 du règlement de zonage.

Nature of the second request and consequence of
the exemption
Allow the construction of a patio with a lateral setback
of zero (0) metre instead of 1 metre minimum. The
consequence of accepting this request would be to
reduce this requirement by 1 metre, despite paragraph
7 of section 4.1.10 of the Zoning By-Law.

Nature de la troisième demande et effet de la
dérogation
Permettre la construction d’un patio avec une marge
de recul arrière de 0.3 mètre au lieu du minimum de 1
mètre. L’acceptation de la demande aurait pour effet de
réduire cette norme de 0.7 mètre malgré le paragraphe
7 de l’article 4.1.10 du règlement de zonage.

Nature of the third request and consequence of the
exemption
Allow the construction of a patio with a rear setback
of 0.3 metre instead of 1 metre minimum. The
consequence of accepting this request would be to
reduce this requirement by 0.7 metre, despite paragraph
7 of section 4.1.10 of the Zoning By-Law.

Nature de la quatrième demande et effet de la
dérogation
Permettre la construction d’une pergola avec une
marge de recul latérale nulle au lieu du minimum de 1
mètre. L’acceptation de la demande aurait pour effet de
réduire cette norme de 1 mètre malgré le paragraphe
17 de l’article 4.1.10 du règlement de zonage.

Nature of the fourth request and consequence of
the exemption
Allow the construction of a gazebo with a lateral
setback of zero (0) metre instead of 1 metre minimum.
The consequence of accepting this request would be to
reduce this requirement by 1 metre, despite paragraph
17 of section 4.1.10 of the Zoning By-Law.

Nature de la cinquième demande et effet de la
dérogation
Permettre la construction d’une pergola avec une marge
de recul arrière de 0.59 mètre au lieu du minimum de 1
mètre. L’acceptation de la demande aurait pour effet de
réduire cette norme de 0.41 mètre malgré le paragraphe
17 de l’article 4.1.10 du règlement de zonage.

Nature of the fifth request and consequence of the
exemption
Allow the construction of a gazebo with a lateral
setback of 0.59 metre instead of 1 metre minimum.
The consequence of accepting this request would
be to reduce this requirement by 0.41 metre, despite
paragraph 17 of section 4.1.10 of the Zoning By-Law.

AVIS est également donné que toute personne
intéressée peut transmettre ses observations au
Conseil municipal concernant cette demande
avant 16h30 le 31 août, en écrivant à l’adresse :
info@montreal-ouest.ca.

NOTICE is also hereby given that any interested person
may forward written comments to the Town Council with
respect to this request no later than 4:30 p.m. on August
31, by sending an email to info@montreal-west.ca.

Fait à Montréal-Ouest, ce 12 août 2020.

Given at Montreal West, on August 12, 2020.

Claude Gilbert
Greffier

Claude Gilbert
Town Clerk

481-483 Hudson
9235-33-1638-0
RC-1

205 Brock North
9335-11-0049-5
RA-4
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*QUALITY* HOME RENOVATIONS. Best quality painting.
Bathroom, basement, dry
wall, flooring. Clean job!
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Best price. FREE ESTIMATE.
Sam 514-909-1288.

FREE Estimate

RBQ5643-8831-01

RENOVATIONS

AVIS PUBLICS / PUBLIC NOTICES

SPORTS

MORE SPORTS ONLINE AT

THESUBURBAN.COM

By Mark Lidbetter
The Suburban

It was a classic meeting of rivals on
Sunday evening at Kirkland’s Smiley
Park with NDG earning a tight 2-1 road
win over Lakeshore in U17 F Ligue de
Soccer Elite du Quebec (LSEQ) play. A
late game penalty tally by Anais Oularbi delivered the victory and kept NDG
perfect with a 4-0 record. “Everyone
gets up to face Lakeshore,” NDG coach
Damien Jurie said. “The team was definitely motivated to face them on their
home pitch.” NDG struck early on a
highlight reel goal by Krystina Syragakis as she won a foot race with a Lakeshore defender down the right sideline.
Syragakis deep in the Lakeshore zone
struck the ball that kissed the left post
and caromed into the net five minutes
into play. That was Syragakis eighth
goal in four games. From that point
there was ebb and flow of attacks with
keepers Bianca Stevens-Cardin of NDG
and Lakeshore’s Alyssa Zalac-Purkins
frustrating the advances of the offensive attacks. “We adjusted at the half,”
Lakeshore coach Steven Donaldson
said. “We told the girls to pay attention

to their midfielders to press more.”
That tactic paid dividends as it led to
the equalizer during the 56th minute
of play. A steal of the ball was sent to
Leia Khairy streaking down the right
side. Khairy shook off a pair of NDG
defenders and from just inside the box
delivered a solid left-footed shot that
bested Stevens-Cardin. The two opponents looked to break the 1-1 draw and
it took a foul in the box to be the deciding factor. With seven minutes remaining, Syragakis was tripped inside the
box, which sent Oularbi to the spot to
take the attempt. Oularbi stroked the
ball with authority, sending it just past
the outreached lunge by Lakeshore’s
Zalac-Purkis. “To me, that was a 1-1
game,” coach Donaldson said. “It’s
unfortunate that it had to be decided
that way but that’s soccer.” NDG will
look to remain perfect as they host the
Beauport Royal Select this Sunday at
5:00 pm on the pitch at Martin Luther
King Park. “The team is playing very
good,” coach Jurie said. “They need to
keep playing and supporting each other the way they have been.” n
sports@thesuburban.com

ROB AMYOT/THE SUBURBAN

NDG edges Lakeshore
in LESQ play

Like this ball, the game result was up in the air until late into the match with NDG coming away
with a 2-1 decision over Lakeshore following a penalty shot tally.

LEND YOUR SUPPORT

FOR LEBANON
HERE IS HOW YOU CAN HELP
The following organizations are providing aid for Lebanon after the
terrible explosion in Beirut last week. Please show your support by
contacting and contributing to one of these groups.
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Thank You

www.impactlebanon.org

www.redcross.ca

www.lifelebanon.com

jghfoundation.crowdchange.co

www.facebook.com/offrejoie

savethechildren.ca

www.canadahelps.org

Start From $247,685

4
2+1

Delivery: Spring 2021

2

3+1

2

1

3

2

1

2

1

1

$1,390,000

$865,000

2345 ch. du Bord-du-Lac,
I'île-Bizard

362 Av. Balmoral
Beaconsfield

LE WEST HILL
Condominiums in
Beaconsfield

4

2

3

3+1

2+2

1

2

2

5

1

1

$249,900

$4,988,000

1681 Rue De La
1780 Rue Notre-Dame-DeSeigneurie, Sainte-Adèle Fatima, Apt.207, Vimont

10 Place De Briey
Lorraine

2491 Rue Des Équinoxes,
Apt.301, Saint-Laurent

$369,000
$1,450/month

1150 Rue St-Denis,
Apt.512, Ville-Marie

366 Rue Mayor, Apt.402, 1800 Boul. René-Lévesque
Ville-Marie
O., Apt.1010, Ville-Marie

1

1+1

2

2

2

1

1

2

$499,000

1188 Rue St-Antoine O.,
Apt.4509, Ville-Marie

1188 Rue St-Antoine O., 1288 av. des Canadiens-deApt.4103, Ville-Marie Montréal, apt.2706, Ville-Marie

W

1
1

$1,750/month

1188 Av. Union, Apt.3205,
Ville-Marie

2

1+1

2

1

2

1+1

2

1

$6,250/month

$2,550/month

$1,950/month

$1,850/month

1414 Rue Chomedey,
Apt.1049, Ville-Marie

1

1

$1,750/month

405 Rue De La Concorde,
Apt.1906, Ville-Marie

$3,250/month

1050 rue Drummond,
apt.1801, Ville-Marie

1450 boul. René-Lévesque 1155 Rue De La Montagne, 1188 Rue St-Antoine O.,
o., apt.3608, Ville-Marie
Apt.1607,Ville-Marie
Apt.503, Ville-Marie

Qiang Zhong‘s Awards

2018 2019

2016

2017

2018

$1,400/month

1200 Rue Crescent,
Apt.607, Ville-Marie

QIANG ZHONG - No.1 RE/MAX BROKER IN QUEBEC IN 2019

钟强 — 买房卖房 租房 楼花 新房 新移民登陆 安家 一站式服务 团队合作 谈判专家
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$1,950/month

75 Place Des Miliciens
La Prairie

E

$2,050/month

7735 Rue De La Loire
Brossard

1

1

N

1

W

W

E

N

2

$639,000

1222 Rue Des Bassins,
Apt.1308, Griffintown

E

$299,000

1222 Rue Des Bassins,
Apt.1407, Griffintown

W

1

1

E

1

1450 boul. René-Lévesque 1450 boul. René-Lévesque
o., apt.3304, Ville-Marie
o., apt.1308, Ville-Marie
N

1+1

W

2+1

E

1+1

3

N

1

N

3

$315,000 or
$1,450/month

$858,000

1050 rue Drummond,
apt.2610, Ville-Marie

2

1

1

$539,000 or
$2,100/month

1

$745,000

$279,000

2

$599,000

2
1

2
1

2

W

$489,000

1

$549,000

1402 Rue St-Louis
Saint-Laurent
E
N

1

W

1

1

1

E
N

W

W

E
N

1

E
N

2

$839,000 or
$3,550/month

$409,000

4+2

$988,888

1-Bedroom: 683 to 796 sq.ft.
2-Bedroom: 872 to 1323 sq.ft.
3-Bedroom: 981 to 1607 sq.ft.

$480,000

7000 Rue Allard, Apt.265, 111 Ch. De La Pointe-Nord
Lasalle
Apt.419, Île-Des-Soeurs

FROM AUGUST 1 TO 31

REDISCOVER
THE ROAD
SALES EVENT
WITH

2020 ROGUE S

0$

DOWN

2020 SENTRA

SPECIAL EDITION FWD

LEASE A 2020 2020 ROGUE S SPECIAL EDITION FWD
FOR

$

349
*
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/ MONTH

LEASE A 2020 SENTRA S PLUS

RETAIL VALUE OF

FOR

39

MONTHS

FOR

30,443 $279

$

RETAIL VALUE OF

FOR

*

/ MONTH

39

22,383

$

MONTHS

514 509-7777

514 483-7777

514 366-8931

3500, rue Jean-Talon Ouest
Montréal H3R 2E8
nissangabrieljeantalon.com

7050, rue St Jacques Ouest
Montreal H4B 1V8
nissangabrielstjacques.com

8686, boul. Newman
Lasalle, QC H8N 1Y5
metronissan.ca

VISIT OUR WEBSITES FOR MORE DETAILS

HURRY, THEY WON’T BE HERE FOREVER!

Offers available from August 1, 2020 to August 31, 2020. Payments cannot be made on a weekly basis, for advertising purposes only.*Representative monthly lease offer based on a new 2020 Rogue S
SPECIAL EDITION FWD at 4.3% APR for 39 months equals monthly payments of $349 with $0 down payment, and $0 security deposit. Lease based on a maximum of 20,000 km/year with excess charged
at $0.10/km. Total lease obligation is $13,607. Lease Cash of $1,750 and $0 bonus cash included in the advertised offer.
Freight and PDE charges $1,830, Applicable Fees ($0), Air-conditioning Levy $100, manufacturer’s rebate and dealer participation where applicable (all which may vary by region), are included. License,
registration, insurance and applicable taxes are extra.
. ≠The lease offers are based on a maximum of 20,000 km/year (total allowance of 65,000 km for 39 months) with excess charged at $0.10/km. The first monthly payment and the down payment are due
at lease inception. RDPRM registration fees and lien registering agent’s fees (up to $77 total) are extra and due at time of delivery. Licence, registration, insurance and applicable taxes are extra and due at
inception.Offers are available on approved credit through Nissan Canada Finance for a limited time, may change without notice. Retailers are free to set individual prices.Vehicles and accessories are for
illustration purposes only. See Nissan Gabriel Jean Talon, Nissan Gabriel St Jacques and Metro Nissan for complete details. ©2020 Nissan Canada Inc.

The address of choice for all automotive services

















ENJOY THE

MOST GENEROUS OFFERS
FROM

SEE OUR DEALS IN STORE AND ONLINE AT SPINELLI.COM

THE LEXUS F SPORT EVENT

STANDOUT STYLE. OUTSTANDING OFFERS.

1%

F SPORT CREDIT OF UP TO

$3,000

LEASE OR FINANCE RATE REDUCTION

2020 RX 350 AWD F SPORT SERIES 2

2020 IS 300 AWD F SPORT SERIES 1

2020 NX 300 F SPORT SERIES 1

LEASE APR
FROM

BI-WEEKLY LEASE
PAYMENT FROM

F SPORT
CREDIT

LEASE APR
FROM

BI-WEEKLY LEASE
PAYMENT FROM

F SPORT
CREDIT

LEASE APR
FROM

BI-WEEKLY LEASE
PAYMENT FROM

F SPORT
CREDIT

1.9%*

$308*

$3,000**

0.9%*

$218*

$3,000**

0.9%*

$238*

$2,500**

FOR 39 MONTHS

DOWN PAYMENT $9,050

FOR 39 MONTHS

DOWN PAYMENT $6,585

FOR 39 MONTHS

DOWN PAYMENT $7,050

$64,742

†

VEHICLE PRICE

$47,292

†

VEHICLE PRICE

$51,842

†

VEHICLE PRICE

*Limited time lease offers provided through Lexus Financial Services on approved credit. Based on a new 2020 Lexus RX 350 AWD F SPORT Series 2/2020 Lexus NX 300 F SPORT Series 1/2020 Lexus IS 300 AWD F SPORT Series 1.
1.9%/0.9%/0.9% (includes 1.0% lease and finance rate reduction) lease APR for 39 months. 84 bi-weekly payments required. Bi-weekly payment is $308 (includes $3,000 F SPORT Credit)/$238 (includes $2,500 F SPORT Credit)/$218 (includes
$3,000 F SPORT Credit). $2,095 freight and PDI and $100 air conditioning charge (where applicable) with $9,050/$7,050/$6,585 down payment or equivalent trade-in, $0 security deposit. Taxes, license, insurance, $15 Duty on new tires, and
registration (including RDPRM fee up to $80.00 and RDPRM administration fee up to $4.00) are extra. 16,000 kilometre allowance; charge of $0.20/km for excess kilometres. ** F SPORT Credit is available on retail purchase/lease of new unregistered qualifying Lexus vehicles and will be applied after taxes have been charged on the full amount of the negotiated price. Vehicle must be purchased/leased, registered and delivered by August 31, 2020. Some conditions apply. Valid for a
limited time. See your Spinelli Lexus dealership for full details. This listing is not an offer to contract within the meaning of Article 1390 of the Civil Code of Québec. The advertised price on the vehicle is the one that will be applied during the
transaction. Spinelli reserves the right to modify or terminate all offers without delay or notice. Suburban - August 12, 2020.

SPINELLI LEXUS
LACHINE
210 Montreal-Toronto Blvd, Lachine, QC
514 700-3482 I spinellilexuslachine.com

SPINELLI LEXUS
POINTE-CLAIRE
335 Brunswick Blvd, Pointe-Claire, QC
438 500-8992 I spinellilexuspointeclaire.com

SPINELLI INFINITI POINTE-CLAIRE
347 Brunswick Blvd, Pointe-Claire, QC • 438 500-9034

INFINITI NOW

1%

2%

Rate Reduction
Offer for New
Customers*

Rate Reduction
Offer for our Loyal
customers**

+
180 DAY PAYMENT DEFERRAL†
FOR UP TO 72 MONTHS

2020 Q50 PURE

2020 QX50 PURE

2020 Q60 LUXE

Lease from

Lease from

Lease from

$

489 / month
*

For 27 months at 0%.
$3,500 down payment.
Starting from

$

46,202

*

499 / month
For 27 months at 0%.

$

*

549*/ month

$

$3,450 down payment.

For 51 months at 1.49%.
$6,465 down payment.

Starting from

Starting from

47,208

$

*

56,202*

$

1% rate reduction for new and existing customers.
Lease payment above includes 1% rate reduction.

*Lease offer of $489 / $499 / $549 Monthly at 0.00% lease APR for 27 / 27 / 51 months with $3,500 / $3,450 / $6,465 down payment, $0 / $1,400 / $500 of lease cash, 1% conquest rate reduction, and $0 security deposit available on 2020 Q50 Pure / 2020 QX50
Pure / 2020 Q60 Luxe models only. Payment includes $100 AC tax, $15 tire tax, freight and PDI charges of $2,095, and all other applicable levies and charges. License, registration, insurance, duties and applicable taxes are extra. First monthly payment due at
lease inception. Total lease obligation is $16,704 / $16,610 / $34,439. Lease is based on a maximum of 16,000km per year with excess charged at $0.15/km. *1% Rate Reduction for all new and existing customers who lease/finance with IFS. 0% financing for 84
months is still available for all MY19s [except Q70] Not available for Standard Rate Lease / Finance offers. ** 1% additional rate reduction or loyalty cash. Loyal customers can receive up to a total of 2% rate reduction or 1% rate reduction up to $3,000 of loyalty
cash. †180 day payment deferral for IFS Finance contracts continues (for up to 72 months). Offer available on approved credit through INFINITI Financial Services until midnight on August 31, 2020. Conditions apply. See Spinelli INFINITI for complete details.
This listing is not an offer to contract within the meaning of Article 1390 of the Civil Code of Québec. The advertised price on the vehicle is the one that will be applied during the transaction. Spinelli reserves the right to modify or terminate all offers without delay
or notice. Suburban - August 12, 2020.
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%
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$

† CASH PURCHASE

BONUS
on other select models
(2020 Rogue SL amount shown).

2020 ROGUE

2020 SENTRA

LEASE A 2020 ROGUE SPECIAL EDITION FWD

LEASE A 2020 SENTRA S BVA

FOR

$

OR

349

RETAIL VALUE OF

FOR

30,443

39

$

WITH $

0 DOWN

≠

/ MONTH

MONTHS

FOR
*

$

279

RETAIL VALUE OF

FOR

22,383

39

$

WITH $

0 DOWN

≠

/ MONTH

MONTHS

*

*Offer available from August 1 to 31, 2020. ≠The lease offer $349/$279$ for a 39-month term available on new 2020 Rogue Special Edition FWD/ 2020 Sentra S BVA is based on a maximum of 20,000 km/year (total allowance of 65,000 km) with excess
charged at $0.10/km. The first monthly payment and the down payment are due at lease inception. RDPRM registration fees and lien registering agent’s fees (up to $77 total) are extra and due at time of delivery. Licence, registration, insurance and
applicable taxes are extra and due at inception. †Cash Purchase Bonus of $5,000 is applicable only to customers purchasing a new and previously new and unregistered 2020 Rogue SL models between August 1 to 31, 2020. The Cash Purchase Bonus
discounts will be deducted from the negotiated price before taxes and cannot be combined with lease or finance rates or any other offer. Conditions apply. Visit Spinelli Nissan for complete details. This listing is not an offer to contract within the meaning
of Article 1390 of the Civil Code of Québec. The advertised price on the vehicle is the one that will be applied during the transaction. Spinelli reserves the right to modify or terminate all offers without delay or notice. Suburban - August 12, 2020.

THE ADDRESS OF CHOICE FOR ALL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

345 Brunswick Blvd, Pointe-Claire, QC
514 612-0124 I spinellinissan.com
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OFFER INCLUDES

DYNAMAXTM
AWD

APPLE CARPLAY® &
ANDROID AUTOTM†

MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

^

OFFER INCLUDES

REARVIEW CAMERA
WITH 7" DISPLAY AUDIO*

8" DISPLAY AUDIO

APPLE CARPLAY® &
ANDROID AUTOTM†

REARVIEW CAMERA*

*Offer(s) available on select new 2020 models through participating dealers to qualified retail customers who take delivery from August 1 to 31, 2020. All pricing and payments include delivery and destination fees up to $1,895, new tire tax ($15)
and $100 A/C charge (where applicable). Excludes paint charges ($250 where applicable), licensing, registration, insurance and applicable taxes. ΦFinancing offers available only on select new models to qualified customers on approved credit.
Representative Financing Example: Finance a new 2020 Forte EX / 2020 Sorento EX+ AWD a selling price of $22,755 /$45,155 at 1.99%/0% for 84 months for a total of 84 monthly payments of $291/$538 with $0 down payment. Cost of borrowing
is $0. ^Kia will pay up to the first 6 months of finance payments, inclusive of taxes, through participating lenders on approved credit (“Payment Waiver”) or provide a credit alternative in the form of a cheque or a discount from the negotiated price
of the vehicle after taxes (“Credit”). The following vehicles are eligible for this offer: 2020 Forte, Forte5 and Sorento. Maximum amounts payable by Kia are capped by vehicle, trim and choice between Payment Waiver or Credit option. The range of
maximum caps are from $1,800 (on the 2020 Forte LX MT) to $4,500 (on the 2020 Sorento SX V6). The maximum amount available in the form of a cheque or a price reduction is less than the maximum amount available in the form of payment waivers.
Offers cannot be combined with any other offers. °Unlimited roadside assistance is only applicable on 2017 models and onward. Some conditions apply. See Spinelli Kia for complete details. This listing is not an offer to contract within the meaning
of Article 1390 of the Civil Code of Québec. The advertised price on the vehicle is the one that will be applied during the transaction. Spinelli reserves the right to modify or terminate all offers without delay or notice. Suburban - August 12, 2020.

5 YEARS / 100,000 KM WARRANTY / UNLIMITED KM ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE °
COMPREHENSIVE • POWERTRAIN • 100% TRANSFERABLE • ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE ANYWHERE IN NORTH AMERICA

THE ADDRESS OF CHOICE FOR ALL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

4463 Des Sources Blvd, Pierrefonds-Roxboro, QC
438 600-2792 I spinellikia.com

L E T ’S G E T B A C K
ON THE ROAD TOGETHER

0

%

PURCHASE FINANCING

▲

ON ALL NEW 2020 MODELS

CREDIT DEFERRAL
OPTIONS†

AN UNLIMITED
MILEAGE WARRANTY*

AVA I L A B L E O N E V E R Y N E W M A Z D A †

STA N DA R D O N A L L N E W M O D E L S

P L U S , A N U N W AV E R I N G C O M M I T M E N T T O S A F E T Y

2020 CX-30 GX AWD
$

75/week

Equivalent to

INCLUDES I-ACTIV
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE.

2020 CX-5 GX AWD
$

Equivalent to

85/week

INCLUDES I-ACTIV
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE.

2020 CX-3 GX
$

59/week

Equivalent to

Starting from $326*/month, 60-month lease,
$1,890 down.

Starting from $370*/month, 48-month lease,
$1,520 down

Starting from $258*/month, 60-month lease,
$1,890 down

Retail Price

Retail Price

Retail Price

$

28,000*

$

32,000*

$

23,095*

*Offer valid for monthly lease of a new base-model 2020 Mazda CX-30 GX AWD / 2020 Mazda CX-5 GX AWD / 2020 Mazda CX-3 GX, valued at $28,000 / $32,000 / $23,095, including i-Activ All-Wheel drive (value of $2,000 / $2,000 / $0),
equivalent to 60 / 48 / 60 monthly payments of $326 / $370 / $258, with $1,890 / $1,520 / $1,890 down payment. Limit of 20,000 km per year. Fee of $0.08 per excess kilometre. Lease payments cannot be weekly and are mentioned for
informational purposes only. Licence, insurance, taxes and RDPRM registration fees of up to $88.12 (including third-party registering agent fees) and taxes are extra. First monthly payment, RDPRM registration and registering agent fees
due upon delivery. ▲0% APR Purchase Financing is available on all new 2020 Mazda models. Terms vary by model. † Offer available to eligible retail customers, on approved credit through Scotiabank. *To learn more about the Mazda
Unlimited Warranty, go to mazdaunlimited.ca. Offers valid August 1-31, 2020. Lease and finance on approved credit for qualified customers only. Conditions apply. Visit Spinelli Mazda for complete details. This listing is not an offer to contract
within the meaning of Article 1390 of the Civil Code of Québec. The advertised price on the vehicle is the one that will be applied during the transaction. Spinelli reserves the right to modify or terminate all offers without delay or notice.
Suburban - August 12, 2020

THE ADDRESS OF CHOICE FOR ALL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES.

230 Montreal-Toronto Blvd, Lachine, QC
438 600-4159 I spinellimazda.com

GREAT OFFERS ON OUR MOST
POPULAR 2020 MODELS.

2020 RAV4 FWD LE
WEEKLY FROM

$

90

†

60-MONTH LEASE, $0 DOWN.
LEASE APR AT 4.99%‡

$

SUGGESTED PRICE

30,429*

FINANCE 3.99%‡ FOR 60 MONTHS

2020 COROLLA
WEEKLY FROM

79

$

†

60-MONTH LEASE, $0 DOWN.
LEASE APR AT 1.69%

200 Montreal-Toronto Blvd, Lachine, QC
438 700-8695 I spinellitoyotalachine.com

Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection |
Lane Departure Alert | Automatic High Beams |
Dynamic Radar Cruise Control.

Get Toyota Safety Sense™ at no extra
cost on our most popular models.*

2020 CAMRY

XSE CVT
WEEKLY FROM

SUGGESTED PRICE OF

*

$

30,659
FINANCE 0.49%‡
FOR 60 MONTHS

85

$

†

60-MONTH LEASE, $0 DOWN.
LEASE APR AT 2.29%

SE

SUGGESTED PRICE OF

30,819*

$

FINANCE 0.99%‡
FOR 60 MONTHS

10 Auto Plaza Ave, Pointe-Claire, QC
438 700-8710 I spinellitoyotapointeclaire.com

*Lease and purchase financing provided through Toyota Canada Inc. upon credit approval by Toyota Financial Services. Registration, insurance, taxes and tire duties are extra. Subject to applicable conditions, offers are available to individuals
who lease or purchase a vehicle by August 31, 2020, at a participating dealer of the Association des concessionnaires Toyota du Québec, where all details can be obtained. Offers are subject to change without notice. Total of 260 weakly
payments of $90 / $79 / $85. * The weekly lease offer applies to the new 2020 RAV4 FWD LE / 2020 Corolla XSE CVT / 2020 Camry SE for a 60-month period, with a retail value of $30,429 / $30,659 / $30,819. ‡Credit rate of 3.99 % / 0.49 % /
0.99 % purchase financing for 60-months on models 2020 RAV4 FWD LE / 2020 Corolla XSE CVT / 2020 Camry SE. Dealer fees of $399 (applicable at certain dealers), transport and preparation charges, and air conditioning charge included, if
applicable. Applicable taxes are extra. Offers end August 31, 2020 and are subject to change or cancellation without notice. Conditions apply. See Spinelli Toyota for complete details. This listing is not an offer to contract within the meaning of
Article 1390 of the Civil Code of Québec. The advertised price on the vehicle is the one that will be applied during the transaction. Spinelli reserves the right to modify or terminate all offers without delay or notice. Suburban - August 12, 2020.

UP TO

CANADIAN BUILT.
CANADIAN DRIVEN.^

1000

$

IN BONUS
LEASE OR FINANCE

2020

DX SEDAN

2020

LX 2WD

* The weekly lease offer applies to the new 2020 Civic DX manual Sedan / 2020 CR-V LX-2WD at 1.99% / 2.99% for a 60-month period, for a total of 260 payments, with a retail value of $20,145 / $30,605, plus applicable taxes. Lease offer includes the
$1,000 / $750 Bonus Cash. Freight and PDI of $1,655 /$1,815 and A/C surcharge ($100 if applicable) included. 100,000 kilometer allowance (12¢/km excess charge applies). The first payment is due at time of delivery. The RDPRM lien registration and
lien registering agent’s fees (up to $46.50 total) are extra and due on delivery. Taxes, specific duty on new tires ($15), license, insurance, registration and options are extra. † The $1,000 / $750 Bonus Cash (deducted from the negotiated selling price
after taxes) is available to eligible retail clients who finance or lease select new 2020 Honda Civic sedan or Coupe models (except 2020 Civic Hatchback and Type R models) / new 2020 Honda CR-V models, on approved credit through Honda Financial
Services (HFS). Bonus Cash can be combined with lease or purchase financing rate through HFS and can be modified or withdrawn at any time. ‡ Enhanced Loyalty Rate Reduction is available to eligible customers who have a current Honda Financial
Services (HFS)/Acura Financial Services (AFS) lease or finance account, or a previous HFS/AFS account that expired within the past year (365 days). *† Offers end August 31, 2020. Conditions apply. See Spinelli Honda for complete details. This listing is
not an offer to contract within the meaning of Article 1390 of the Civil Code of Québec. The advertised price on the vehicle is the one that will be applied during the transaction. Spinelli reserves the right to modify or terminate all offers without delay
or notice. Suburban - August 12, 2020.

THE ADDRESS OF CHOICE FOR ALL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

220 Montreal-Toronto Blvd, Lachine, QC
438 600-2703 I spinellihonda.com

